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Abstract 

Attentional processes are critical aspects of the neural, cognitive, and 

computational mechanisms of decision-making. However, the role of such processes is 

often not given much focus in decision-making research, especially for studies involving 

economic decision-making. Here, I present three studies that evaluated the role of 

attention during decision making. Study 1 evaluated the role of attentional control, such 

as top-down and bottom-up control, in mediating conflict between internal and external 

demands on attention to promote optimal task performance in a discrimination decision 

task. Results from Study 1 provided novel neural insights into the role of attentional 

control in processing and resolving conflict between internal representations and 

external stimuli during everyday decision-making. Studies 2 and 3 evaluated the role of 

selective attention, namely online feature-based selective attention, underlying 

mechanisms of delay and effort discounting in economic decision-making. Results from 

these two studies demonstrated the importance of measuring (online and 

parametrically) and utilizing feature-based selective attention during comparative 

decision-making tasks to better quantify the cognitive and computational mechanisms 

underlying behavior and preferences. Taken together, results from all three studies 

provide important quantitative and qualitative implications for understanding 

mechanisms of decision-making through the lens of attention. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 The role of selective attention in visual perception 

Selective attention is a critical executive-control process that humans and other 

animals depend on to sample information in the environment in order to avoid 

information overload. This is the brain’s filtering mechanism that aids goal-directed 

behavior, such as maximizing reward, by enhancing the representation of behaviorally 

salient stimuli and dampening the representations of behaviorally irrelevant stimuli. 

Selectivity can also be influenced by the nature of the stimuli itself, such as color, 

contrast, and whether or not the there is an associated reward. Due to the broadly 

encompassing nature of this concept, selective attention could be considered along three 

different dichotomies (Moore & Zirnsak, 2017): top-down versus bottom-up attention 

(Corbetta & Shulman, 2002), feature versus spatial attention, and covert versus overt 

attention. In this dissertation, I drew influence from and expand upon theories from the 

first two dichotomies: top-down versus bottom-up and feature versus spatial attention. 

In the next two sub-sections, I provide a brief expansion on top-down versus bottom-up 

attentional processes, as well as what is feature-based selective attention. These 

expansions are meant to lay out a basic framework of the cognitive processes of 

attention that play a key role in decision making to promote choice optimality and 

drives behavioral preferences. 
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1.1.1 Top-down versus bottom-up attentional processes 

Top-down and bottom-up processes of attentional selectivity are considered as 

distinct processes with distinct neural mechanisms. In top-down processes, attention is 

strategically deployed and goal-directed. This type of attentional selectivity can affect 

spatial selectivity, object (e.g. stimulus) selectivity, as well as action selectivity, 

depending on the task goals (Moore & Zirnsak, 2017). Mechanistically, top-down 

processes enhance task preparation through frontoparietal control regions in concert 

with relevant event-processing regions downstream, depending yet again on task goals. 

For instance, frontoparietal regions work in concert with subcortical regions such as 

ventral striatum to facilitate responses to targets that have a reward association. Top-

down control can also act as a gain filter to provide a boost in the signal-to-noise of 

processing activity in relevant downstream regions while dampening the activity of 

competing regions (for a brief, but detailed overview, see Noudoost et al., 2010).  

In bottom-up processes, attention is rapidly and involuntarily drawn to salient 

features in the visual scene. Bottom-up processes operate on raw sensory inputs that go 

through perceptual analysis and lead to eventual motor output with limited feedback 

from more executive regions. Neural mechanisms of bottom-up processes are harder to 

assess, but often involve lower sensory level changes, including enhanced visual cortex 

activity. Even so, such enhancement in neuronal activity can occur in low-level visual 

sensory cortical regions in response to high-salience (“pop-out”) stimuli, depending on 
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the abruptness in which the visual pop-out occurred (Moore & Zirnsak, 2017). Although 

bottom-up and top-down processes are considered as separate entities of selective 

attention, their independence can be fuzzy at times and this dichotomy has been 

criticized as being flawed and to have unexplained overlap, especially when reward 

information is also considered (Awh et al., 2012). 

1.1.2 Feature-based selective attention 

Feature-based selective attention helps enhance representation of features in our 

environment that are particularly relevant or deemed as behaviorally salient. Feature-

based attention can be governed by both top-down and bottom-up processes. Many 

have argued that feature-based attention is governed by top-down control that biases 

attention towards features that are relevant or deemed as behaviorally salient (see 

commentary by Becker, 2018).  For example, when you are meeting a friend in a busy 

train station and they mentioned they will be dressed in a yellow jacket and wearing a 

red backpack, your attention will be geared towards looking for these features when you 

arrive at the train station to look for them (Kastner et al., 1999; Wolfe, 1994). However, 

others have also argued that feature-based attention is more akin to bottom-up priming 

(Theeuwes, 2013), at least after the initialization of a goal (i.e. using this feature to help 

achieve a goal). For instance, features that have been associated with rewards, such as a 

spatial location or color, can provide a boost in attention and influence subsequent 

behavioral responses. Even after such rewards are no longer being given for stimuli with 
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such feature, this once prominent feature can still distract attention in a negative fashion 

(i.e., Krebs et al., 2010) when there are competing features in the visual world, 

representing bottom-up capture.  

Most importantly, in regard to the studies discussed in this dissertation, feature-

based selective attention not only enhances representations of target features, it has also 

been shown that representations of related features in the field are also enhanced while 

irrelevant-features are suppressed (Duncan et al., 1997; Wegener et al., 2008). As such, 

being able to characterize or measure feature-based selective attention during task 

performance is important for understanding the focus of attention prior to and at the 

time of choice in a decision task. This measure of attentional bias can greatly influence 

decision making processes and ultimately decisions and responses that follow. 

Understanding such attentional biases can aid researchers to better understand 

underlying choice mechanisms and to better quantify and predict decisions involving 

multidimensional stimuli. 

1.2 Evaluating the role of selective attention during decision 
making 

 Decisions are a ubiquitous feature of cognition and behavior for humans and 

across many species in the animal kingdom. Decisions are often deliberate and necessary 

in everyday situation as a way to progress along in our world. Decision-making is a 

term that describes the mechanisms (neural, cognitive, computational) underlying such 

decisions and is a high-level process that is aided by other cognitive sub-processes such 
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as perception and attention. In this dissertation, I evaluated the critical role of attentional 

processes during decision-making, specifically illustrating how attentional control 

processes and feature-based selective attention processes are critical components of the 

underlying cognitive, neural, and computational mechanisms driving goal-directed 

behavior to promote optimal decision-making through 3 different studies.  

In Study 1 (Chapter 2), I present a manuscript of an EEG/ERP study that focused 

on understanding how attentional control allows us to mitigate between information 

that we encounter in our external world with information that we maintain internally 

(e.g., working memory). Attention and working memory (WM) have classically been 

considered as two separate cognitive functions, but more recent theories and behavioral 

work have conceptualized them as operating on shared representations and being 

distinguished primarily by whether attention is directed internally (WM) or externally 

(attention, traditionally defined). This first study highlighted how top-down versus 

bottom-up attentional control processes influenced decision-making during the study as 

we sought to compare and contrast the neural mechanisms underlying a working 

memory variant Stroop task versus a classic Stroop task. Here, we replicated and 

extended prior behavioral work that showed equivalent behavioral interference 

behavioral effects between a classic Stroop and a WM-variant Stroop task, where 

holding a color word in WM led to equivalent response time slowing as visually seeing 

the color word during a color discrimination. Although the behavioral interference 
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effects were similar, the underlying neural mechanisms driving behavior in these two 

tasks differed substantially, especially in terms of how attentional processes were being 

marshaled. Results from this study provided new insights into how the brain processes 

conflict between internal representations and external stimuli during a perceptual 

discrimination task, and they support the assumption of shared representations between 

WM content and (attended) external stimuli.  

In Studies 2 and 3 (Chapter 3 and 4, respectively), I present two studies that 

focused on understanding how preferences are influenced by the information we sample 

in our environment. Specifically, we evaluated how delay discounting and effort 

discounting preferences were influenced by: 1) the stimulus feature(s) that participants 

were engaged with during information sampling; and 2) how these features were being 

considered relative to each other (i.e., comparing between similar information versus 

integrating across dissimilar information). In other words, these studies sought to 

highlight the relationship between feature-based selective attention and reward 

discounting behavior (due to temporal delays or effort requirement), namely how 

feature-based selective attention can directly influence such discounting preferences. 

Attentional processes were measured in two ways across these tasks: online gaze biases 

and transitions were measured using eye tracking and parametrically via drift diffusion 

modeling. These metrics were triangulated with well-established quantitative methods 

of characterizing how rewards are devalued by time and effort. Results from both 
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studies provided novel insights for how future research on delay and effort discounting, 

especially translational research, can leverage specific manipulation of selective 

attention mechanisms to promote more patient or effortful choices in order to alleviate 

maladaptive behavior involving these mechanisms of discounting. 

Overall, these three studies are meant to illustrate how understanding the 

attentional processes underlying decision-making mechanisms can provide more depth 

to our knowledge about behavior and preferences. Importantly, the first study provides 

insights on how we manage conflict between internal (i.e., WM) and external demands 

of attention, while the other two studies provide insights on the selectivity of attention 

during decision-making and how such selectivity (and the motivating strategies) 

influences in the way features in the visual world are sampled and subsequently 

integrated internally. Although these studies are different in nature and in their use 

cases regarding the research questions that they address, combined insights from them 

provide a holistic approach of understanding of how attention influences the processing 

and filtering of internal and external information during the decision-making process 

and how subsequent decisions are formed.   
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Chapter 2: Mediating conflict between internal and 
external demands of attention 

2.1 Introduction 

1 We often perform tasks that require an externally-directed focus of attention 

(such as driving a car or cooking a meal), while also keeping in mind internal 

information (“working memory”, WM) that may or may not be related to the task at 

hand (e.g., remembering directions vs. remembering to return a missed call from your 

in-laws). What we maintain in WM can affect our attention and thus substantially 

impact the way we interact with stimuli in our environment. Likewise, our interaction 

with the external world can also influence the information we are endeavoring to 

maintain in WM. Even though the interplay between attention and WM is crucial to 

successfully navigating everyday life, the nature of their relationship is not well 

understood.   

Attention and WM have classically been considered as two separate cognitive 

functions: attention refers to the prioritized processing of a subset of information in the 

environment (Broadbent, 1958; Treisman, 1960), while WM has traditionally been 

thought of as a dedicated system that acts as a buffer to temporarily process and 

maintain information internally when such information is no longer present in the 

                                                      

1 This chapter was drawn from the following working manuscript:  
Vo, K., Chaire, A., Li, S., Demeter, E., Egner, T., Woldorff, M.G. Neural dynamics of conflict control in 
working memory. 
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environment (Baddeley, 1992; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Recent work, however, has 

indicated that attention and WM are not as separable as previously believed. 

Specifically, WM could be conceived as an internally directed form of attention, with a 

common set of representational substrates and attentional control mechanisms that 

either activate representations endogenously or facilitate their activation by external 

stimuli by attending to them (Awh & Jonides, 2001; Gazzaley & Nobre, 2012; Kiyonaga 

& Egner, 2013; Postle, 2006). 

A compelling set of behavioral findings to support this notion derives from a 

modified color-word Stroop task devised by Kiyonaga and Egner (2014). These authors 

showed that the classic Stroop effect (MacLeod, 1991; Stroop, 1935) – slower and more 

error-prone responses when participants have to name the font color of a semantically 

incongruent word (e.g., the word BLUE in red ink) compared to a congruent one (e.g., 

the word BLUE in blue ink) – could be instantiated when participants were instead 

asked to hold a color-word (e.g., “blue”) in mind during a simple perceptual color 

categorization task (classifying colored swatches as being blue, green, red, or yellow). 

This “WM Stroop effect” was also subject to modulation by the proportion of 

incongruent trials just like the classic Stroop effect (Bugg & Crump, 2012), with smaller 

Stroop effects under conditions of more frequent incongruent trials (Kiyonaga & Egner, 

2014). These findings thus indicated that internally activated representations can 

interfere with externally attended information in a similar way as external distracters, 
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with similar strategic effects on conflict-resolution processes, suggesting that WM shares 

representation and control processes with external attention.  

However, due to the purely behavioral nature of these findings, it is not known 

to what degree the underlying neural control mechanisms may differ between the 

circumstances of an internal vs. external source of processing conflict. In particular, 

although many prior studies have investigated the neural mechanisms of detecting and 

resolving conflict in information processing that stems from external distractors, such as 

in the classic Stroop task (Appelbaum et al., 2009; Egner & Hirsch, 2005; Kerns et al., 

2004; MacDonald et al., 2000), it is not known how conflict stemming from an internal 

WM representation might be resolved. The core assumption of shared representations 

between WM and attended external stimuli results in a strong prediction regarding the 

temporal cascade of neural conflict-control processes. Namely, a color-word held in WM 

would result in a “pre-activation” of the corresponding representation, and thus the 

conflict generation (and resolution) in the WM Stroop task would be expected to occur 

more rapidly than in the classic Stroop task, where color and color-word information are 

both presented externally and simultaneously. Given this timing-related prediction, a 

particularly sensitive way to approach this question would be to leverage the high 

temporal resolution of the electroencephalogram (EEG).  

Accordingly, we addressed this question here by combining an adapted and 

extended version of the WM Stroop task (Kiyonaga & Egner, 2014) with EEG, along with 
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an additional, specifically directed, control task. Participants performed three variants of 

the Stroop task (see Methods). Of the three Stroop variant tasks, two were delayed-

match-to-sample WM tasks that integrated the color discrimination into the delay 

period, with the third being the classic Stroop. The key commonality across these tasks 

was that subjects were required to perform a color discrimination on an external 

stimulus in which the processing of the task-relevant stimulus feature (a color swatch) 

could be interfered with by other conflicting task-irrelevant information (i.e., the color 

word). The key difference among these tasks was whether the source of this conflict (i.e., 

how task-irrelevant information was introduced) was from a clash with another external 

stimulus feature (classic Stroop task) or a clash with information being maintained in 

WM (WM Stroop task). The key difference between the two WM tasks was whether or 

not the item being held in WM overlapped in domain with the task demands during the 

delay-period Stroop task. The standard WM Stroop task (keeping color-words in WM) 

involved such an overlap (color representations), whereas the newly devised WM 

Stroop control task did not (participants were instead asked to remember a number-

word rather than a color-word). Contrasts between these three tasks allowed us to 

delineate the neural dynamics – in terms of amplitudes and latencies of event-related 

potential (ERP) measures of brain activity – of resolving conflict stemming from a clash 

between internal information and externally presented stimuli compared to conflict 
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between two features of an externally presented stimulus, while controlling for WM 

load. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Participants 

Thirty-three healthy volunteers provided written informed consent to participate 

in our study in accordance with the Duke University Institutional Review Board. Three 

participants were excluded due to an excessive level of noise in the EEG data (N=2) or 

poor behavioral performance (N=1), yielding 30 participants for the final analyses (13 

males; ages 18-30). All participants passed a screening prior to the study that ensured 

they were fluent in English, did not have any color-vision deficiency, and were not 

taking any attention-enhancing drugs. Participants were compensated $15 per hour for 

their participation.  

2.2.2 Tasks 

Participants performed three variants of the Stroop task, as introduced above 

and described in detail below. 
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Figure 1: Study 1 experimental paradigm 

Classic Stroop Task. The prototypical Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) consists of a 

series of color words presented in colored font where participants are tasked to report 

the font color while ignoring the semantic meaning of the word. However, in order to 

approximately equate visual stimuli across tasks in the present study, our Classic Stroop 

task (Fig. 1A) consisted of a series of color words (red, blue, green, purple) written in 

white font (RGB values: 200, 200, 200) and superimposed on rectangular color swatches 

(red = 255,0,0; blue = 0, 0, 255; green = 34,139,34; purple = 153,50,204). Using one of four 

designated response keys on a gamepad mapped to the possible colors, participants 

were asked to report the color of the rectangular swatches and to ignore the 

accompanying color word (Fig. 1A). Previous work from our group has demonstrated 

that this alternative presentation of Stroop stimuli produces similar behavioral conflict 

effects as the standard Stroop stimulus (Appelbaum et al., 2009, 2012, 2014). In this task, 

participants were given up to 1000 ms to respond. Each color-word-swatch stimulus was 
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presented on a black background and separated by a jittered inter-trial interval (ITI) of 

1100-1300 ms. Equal proportions of congruent trials (semantic meaning and color swatch 

in agreement) and incongruent trials (semantic meaning and color swatch differing) 

were presented in randomized order. This task was used to assess typical conflict-

control processes outside of the WM domain, where conflict originates from clashing 

representations triggered by two features of an external stimulus, that is, the color of the 

swatch and the semantic meaning of the printed color word.  

Domain-Overlapping (DO) Working Memory Stroop Task. This delayed 

match-to-sample task (Fig. 1C, top) was patterned after the WM-variant Stroop task 

from Kiyonaga and Egner (2014). Each trial started with a color-word WM cue (the 

words RED, BLUE, GREEN, or PURPLE, printed in white on a black background), 

which participants were asked to remember for a subsequent WM test at the end of the 

trial. Following the WM cue, participants were shown a rectangular color swatch (red, 

blue, green, or purple), with the task to report the color of the swatch using the same 

button mapping as the Classic Stroop task. Because the internally attended stimuli (i.e., 

the color-word memoranda) and perceptual stimuli during the delay-period task had 

semantic/feature-domain overlap (i.e., color), we refer to it as the domain-overlapping 

working memory Stroop task (DO WM Stroop) or the WM Stroop task. After the delay-

period, another color word, now underlined to clarify that it was the WM probe, was 

shown and participants indicated whether this probe matched the WM cue they had 
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kept in memory. This DO WM task, in particular its delay-period segment, was used to 

assess conflict-control processes when conflict was caused by incompatibility between 

an internally represented WM item (the color word) and an external stimulus feature 

(the color of the swatch).  

Participants had up to 1000 ms to respond during the DO WM Stroop task and 

up to 1200 ms to respond to the DO WM Probe. A jittered interstimulus interval (ISI) of 

1500-1700 ms separated the WM cue and the color swatch, and a jittered ISI of 1100-1300 

ms separated the color swatch and the WM probe. A jittered ITI of 1400-1600 ms 

separated each compound-event trial. Equal proportions of congruent trials (WM cue 

meaning and color swatch in agreement) and incongruent trials (WM cue meaning and 

color swatch differing), as well as equal proportions of trials of matching and non-

matching WM probes, were presented in randomized order.  

Non-Domain-Overlapping (NonDO) Working Memory Stroop Task. We 

included an additional dual-task paradigm (Fig. 1C, bottom) as a comparison to the DO 

WM task that was not present in the original Kiyonaga and Egner (2014) study. This 

dual-task was also a delayed match-to-sample WM task, but here the memoranda did 

not overlap semantically with the relevant external stimulus feature during the delay-

period task, thus providing a WM-load control condition with respect to the DO WM 

task. Specifically, the WM cue item and probe in this condition were number words 

(four, five, six, seven) instead of color words, with the delay-period task using the same 
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structure and stimuli as our Classic Stroop task (color word superimposed on a 

rectangular color swatch). Because the WM item and delay-period Stroop task did not 

have any feature-domain overlap, we refer to this Stroop as the non-domain-

overlapping working memory Stroop task (NonDO WM Stroop). Thus, both the NonDO 

WM Stroop and the Classic Stroop required control over conflict triggered by clashing 

external stimulus features, rather than triggered by an internal WM representation 

clashing with an external stimulus as in the DO WM Stroop task. In addition, the fact 

that participants had to also keep in mind a WM item in this condition allowed us to 

compare the interplay between external processing and WM maintenance as a function 

of whether there was or was not domain/semantic overlap between the external item 

and the internally held one (i.e., comparing between NonDO WM Probe and DO WM 

Probe).   

The trial organization, timing, task requirements, and response mappings of the 

NonDO WM task were the same as the DO WM task. Likewise, equal proportions of 

congruent (color word meaning and color swatch in agreement) and incongruent (color 

word meaning and color swatch differing) Stroop stimuli, as well as equal proportions 

of matching and non-matching WM probes, were presented in randomized order. For 

the purpose of this report, WM probes for the DO and NonDO WM tasks were analyzed 

based on whether the preceding delay-period color-discrimination task was a congruent 

or incongruent trial, but not as a function of whether they were matching or non-
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matching with the memoranda because this contrast was too general and did not 

specifically highlight the impact of delay-period task conflicts on WM maintenance.  

2.2.3 Experimental procedures 

All tasks were programmed using the Presentation software package 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA) and presented on a 24-inch LCD monitor. 

Data were collected in a dimly lit, electrically shielded room where participants were 

seated in a comfortable chair positioned ~60cm from the screen. To control for eye 

movement, participants were asked to continuously fixate on a crosshair placed in the 

center of the screen throughout the session. All stimuli were presented just below this 

fixation crosshair. 

Each participant completed 240 trials per task (Classic Stroop, DO WM Stroop, 

NonDO WM Stroop) for a total of 720 trials. Each task was divided into four blocks of 60 

trials. Participants completed two blocks for each task (2 DO WM blocks, 2 NonDO WM 

blocks, 2 Classic Stroop blocks, randomized) before taking a break (duration ~2-5 

minutes, as needed). After the break, participants completed the remaining six task 

blocks, which were again randomized. This pseudorandomized block ordering was to 

ensure that participants were exposed to all three tasks in a fair manner and that no task 

was inadvertently randomized to mostly occur during the beginning or the end of a 

testing session. Lastly, for every block of 60 trials, participants were able to take a short 

break at the midway point or after the block if needed. 
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2.2.4 Response mapping and practice 

Behavioral responses for this study were collected from both hands using a 

Logitech Dual Action gamepad (Fig. 1C). To respond during the color-discrimination 

stage in each task, participants had to push one of the four bumper buttons on the top of 

the gamepad using their index and middle fingers. Each button was associated with one 

color (e.g., red-left index, blue-left middle, green-right index, purple-right middle). Two 

sets of button-color mappings (Fig. 1B) were counterbalanced across participants. To 

respond to the working memory probe, participants used their right thumb to press 

button 2 when they judged the WM probe and memoranda to be the same, and button 3 

when they thought they were different. Prior to starting the study, participants were 

given time to practice using the gamepad, completing 8 practice color discrimination 

trials to learn the button-color mapping and 8 practice WM probe trials to learn the 

match and non-match button mapping. Participants also practiced the two WM tasks in 

full for 8 trials in order to familiarize themselves with the organization and timing of 

these delayed match-to-sample trials (e.g., encode WM cue, perform color 

discrimination, and respond to WM probe). Participants were asked to repeat the 

practices until comfortable with the tasks and familiar with the button mappings to meet 

the required criteria for moving forward with the study (i.e., high accuracy [>90%] and 

below-threshold response times [color discrimination: <1000 ms, WM probe: <1200 ms]). 

The practice trial data were not analyzed further.  
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2.2.5 EEG data acquisition and preprocessing 

EEG data (500 Hz sample rate per channel; online low-pass anti-aliasing filter 

with a half-amplitude cutoff equivalent of 130 Hz) was recorded using a 64-channel, 

custom-designed, equidistant, extended-coverage cap (Woldorff et al., 2002) with active 

electrodes (Acticap) and a Brain Products actiCHamp amplifier (Brain Products, 

Gilching, Germany). Data were recorded referenced to the right mastoid and re-

referenced offline to the algebraic average of the left and right mastoids. Channel 

impedances were kept below 15 kOhms.  

Offline data analysis was performed using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) 

and FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al., 2011) software packages. Data were filtered offline with 

a 0.05 to 30Hz bandpass, causal, finite-impulse-response (FIR) filter, then down-sampled 

to 250Hz. Noisy channels were replaced using an interpolation of surrounding channels 

prior to running an independent component analysis (ICA), where the number of 

interpolated channels were accounted for due to independence considerations (principal 

components = 63 minus the number of interpolated channels). Independent components 

were extracted using the extended infomax algorithm in EEGLAB. Components that 

reflected eye blinks and horizontal eye movement were removed. This meant one or two 

components were removed for each participant, with the exception of four participants 

who had three components removed. All time-locked epochs were extracted from -1000 

to 2500 ms and were baseline corrected from -200 to 0 ms, relative to stimulus onset. Any 
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artifacts remaining in the epochs were detected using a threshold ranging between 

±90mV over the time period between -500 to 1500 ms. Epochs that were detected to have 

artifacts in no more than five channels were kept and corrected by interpolating the 

noisy channels. Remaining epochs with uncorrectable artifacts were excluded from 

further analyses. For ERP plotting and statistical analyses, another low-pass filter (20Hz, 

second order Butterworth) and baseline correction from -200 to 0 ms was applied to the 

averaged ERP data. Only epochs related to the color discrimination or to the working 

memory probe were analyzed (Table 1). All regions of interest (ROIs) used to analyze 

the ERP components described below were defined based on where these components 

were greatest across all relevant conditions. 

Table 1: Number of epochs per condition (Study 1) 

  DO WM NonDO WM Classic Stroop 

Color discrimination (Stroop)    

Congruent 103 (10) 103 (12) 114 (4) 
Incongruent 100 (12) 102 (11) 112 (5) 
WM Probe    

Prior Stroop Congruent 101 (10) 100 (13) – 
Prior Stroop Incongruent 99 (12) 99 (11) – 
    

Note: mean (standard deviation) 

 

2.2.6 ERP components of interest 

In order to assess how conflict processing may differ as a function of whether the 

conflict arises from a clash between external stimulus features or from a clash between 

an external stimulus feature and a representation held in WM, we focused on two 
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hallmark conflict-related ERP components. These ERP components are elicited time-

locked to the color discrimination stimulus in each task (i.e., DO WM Stroop, NonDO 

WM Stroop, and Classic Stroop) and are best visualized as the difference between 

incongruent and congruent trials. Here, for each task, we show both the raw waves as a 

function of congruency, as well as the difference waves (incongruency minus 

congruent).  

Negative incongruency effect (Ninc). The first conflict-related processing 

component is an early, centrally-distributed, negative-polarity wave peaking around 300 

to 500 ms in which activity during incongruent trials are more negative compared to 

activity during congruent trials (herein referred to as the negative incongruency 

component or “Ninc”). The Ninc is observed in many conflict tasks with similar spatial 

distribution but with varying latencies depending on the nature of the conflict and task 

parameters thought to affect the timing of such conflict processing (Appelbaum et al., 

2014; Coderre et al., 2011; Donohue et al., 2012, 2016). In general, the Ninc is thought to 

capture the generation of conflict (e.g., detection) as it unfolds during information 

processing prior to a response. In a classic Stroop task, this negative incongruency 

usually peaks around 450 ms post-stimulus onset and is often referred to as the N450 

(West & Alain, 1999, 2000). However, because the timing of this incongruency effect 

might vary across conditions in our study (West & Alain, 2000), we will refer to such 

conflict-related negativity as a Ninc to avoid specific latency assumptions (Donohue et al., 
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2016). Specifically, we expected that conflict generation/detection would occur earlier 

during the DO WM Stroop compared to the other two tasks due to the cognitive pre-

instantiation of color processing from having to maintain a color word in WM. We also 

expected a later onset latency for the Ninc during the delay-period NonDO WM Stroop as 

compared to the Classic Stroop, based on the assumption that the (unrelated) WM load 

of the NonDO Stroop task would delay stimulus processing (de Fockert et al., 2001). For 

this study, we focus our analysis of the Ninc from a cluster of centro-parietal channels 

[Cz, CPz, C1p, C2p] typically activated by this neural response, and that also had the 

greatest level of such activity across participants here, irrespective of task and 

congruency.  

Late positive complex (LPC). The second conflict-related processing component 

is the posteriorly-distributed late positive complex (LPC), also known as the conflict 

slow potential (SP). LPC activity is more positive for incongruent relative to congruent 

trials, typically occurring immediately after the Ninc within the neural cascade of conflict-

control processes during Stroop tasks, with an onset latency of ~500 ms and lasting up to 

900-1000 ms post-stimulus onset (e.g., Appelbaum et al., 2009; Donohue et al., 2016; 

Larson et al., 2014). The LPC has been implicated as an index of conflict resolution and 

adaptation processes (Larson et al., 2014; McKay et al., 2017), i.e., the up-regulation of 

controlled attention in response to conflict, as demonstrated in studies of the congruency 

sequence effect (or “conflict adaptation”), where interference effects are reduced 
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following an incongruent as compared to a congruent trial (Donohue et al., 2012; Egner, 

2007; Gratton et al., 1992; Larson et al., 2009). In other words, larger LPC during high 

conflict, incongruent trials (versus low conflict, congruent trials) reflects this up-

regulation, which would ramify in enhanced selective attention following such an event. 

We leveraged the LPC to better understand the similarities and differences in this later 

stage of conflict processing during the DO WM Stroop as compared to the other two 

tasks. Specifically, based on the same logic as our Ninc predictions, we expected an earlier 

LPC during the DO WM Stroop as compared to the other two tasks and a later LPC 

during the NonDO WM Stroop as compared to the Classic Stroop. The region of interest 

(ROI) for analyzing the LPC comprised of channels [CPz, Pz, POz, P1, P2, PO1, PO2], 

again chosen to be consistent with previous studies and because these sites showed the 

strongest LPC activity here across the different conflict tasks. 

P300 to the WM probe. Besides the conflict-related processing components 

during the Stroop tasks, we also examined the classic P300 component elicited by the 

WM probe in the two delayed match-to-sample tasks. The positive-polarity P300, which 

peaks within a typical time window between 250-500 ms, is a widely studied ERP 

component that has often been implicated for its role as an index of cognitive control 

during attention and memory related operations (Polich, 2007, 2011). Of specific interest 

here was to examine how the cognitive-control processes that occurred during the delay-

period affected the processing of the memoranda during WM retrieval. More explicitly, 
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we expected greater P300 amplitude when the item held in WM had been better 

maintained due to less interference from the delay-period Stroop task (i.e., WM probes 

following congruent vs. incongruent Stroop trials) (Polich, 2007). The cluster of interest 

for the P300 analysis focused on the classic parietal channels typically used for such 

activity [Cp1, P1, P2, Pz]. 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis of ERPs 

Statistical significance tests for the ERPs of interest were conducted using 

permutation statistics for all experimental contrasts (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007). In these 

permutation tests, a null distribution was derived by assigning labels for the specific 

conditions (color discrimination: congruent and incongruent) randomly to the data 

extracted from the pre-defined ROIs. A difference wave (i.e., incongruent minus 

congruent) based on the new data labels was calculated, and each time point in this 

difference wave was tested against a null hypothesis that the difference should be zero. 

This permutation procedure was repeated 10,000 times to create a bootstrap distribution 

of the t-statistic of the null hypothesis for each time point. The t-values obtained from 

the real difference wave data (i.e., difference waves calculated using the original, true 

data labels) were compared to the bootstrapped t-distributions and were considered 

significant if they fell within the top or bottom 2.5% of the null distribution on a 

timepoint-by-timepoint basis (corresponding to a two-tailed test at p<0.05). An 

additional cluster-based correction (maximum cluster-level statistic) was applied to the 
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final results over pre-specified broad time periods (based on prior reports for the 

associated ERP) for each ERP of interest. The Stroop-stimulus Ninc effects were examined 

from 200 to 600 ms, the Stroop-stimulus LPC effects from 400 up to 1600 ms, and the 

WM Probe P300 effects from 200 to 700 ms. The significant maximal cluster that 

survived the correction provided critical information about the onset, offset, and 

duration of a given ERP of interest that was significantly different from the null 

hypothesis based on a corrected critical alpha value of 0.05. Thus, reported p-values for 

all ERP analyses are cluster-based corrected p-values. 

In addition to deriving the onsets and durations of all ERPs of interest using 

permutation statistics, we also conducted repeated measures ANOVAs (rmANOVAs) to 

test for latency and amplitude differences across tasks and congruency. To test for 

amplitude differences, averaged voltages were extracted from across task-specific time 

windows that contained the peak amplitudes (100 ms windows for Ninc and 200 ms 

windows for LPC) and a 3x2 rmANOVA (Task by Congruency) was conducted. To test 

for latency differences, an additional factor of Time was included, where ERPs extracted 

from five consecutive time windows (100 ms windows for Ninc [0-500 ms] and 200 ms 

windows for LPC [200-1200 ms]) were analyzed in consideration of task and 

congruency. All analyses were corrected for sphericity violations when necessary using 

the Greenhouse-Geisser correction. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Color discrimination (Stroop) behavioral results 

To examine how color-discrimination performance was impacted by conflicting 

information that was either externally presented or held internally in WM, we 

conducted a 3 (Task: DO WM Stroop, NonDO WM Stroop, Classic Stroop) by 2 

(Congruency: congruent vs. incongruent) repeated-measures ANOVA (rmANOVA) on 

response time (RT; Fig. 2A) and mean accuracy (Fig. 2B). Participants were slower to 

respond during incongruent Stroop trials than during congruent ones, demonstrating a 

main effect of congruency (F(1,29)=147.2, p<.001, η2=.84). There was also a main effect of 

task on RT (F(2,29)=104.9, p<.001, η2=.78), with responses being quickest during the 

Classic Stroop and slowest during the NonDO WM Stroop (pbonf’s <.001). These main 

effects were qualified by a marginally significant task by congruency interaction effect 

after correcting for violations of sphericity (F(1.5,29)=3.5, p=.052, η2=.12). While 

congruency effects were comparable between the DO WM Stroop and Classic Stroop 

(pbonf = .29), as well as between the DO WM and NonDO WM Stroop tasks (pbonf = 1), this 

effect was significantly greater in the NonDO WM Stroop compared to Classic Stroop 

(pbonf = .002). Given that the stimuli and task demand for the color discrimination in the 

NonDO WM Stroop task were identical to the Classic Stroop task, this finding indicates 

that the additional WM load in the NonDO WM Stroop led to greater RT Stroop 

interference in that task as compared to its Classic Stroop counterpart.  
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With respect to accuracy, we observed the classic main effect of congruency 

(F(1,29)=6.8, p=.015, η2=.19) due to a greater number of errors on incongruent than 

congruent trials, and a main effect of task (F(2,29)=20.8, p<.001, η2=.42); pairwise 

comparisons indicated that overall accuracy was lowest during the Classic Stroop and 

highest during the DO WM Stroop (pbonf’s <.05). These main effects were qualified by a 

task by congruency interaction (F(1.4,29)=4.2, p=.034, η2=.126). This interaction was due 

to the fact that congruency effects on accuracy were observed in the Classic Stroop 

(congruent: 89.9±6.1%; incongruent: 87.8±5.9%; t(29)=-2.3, p=.027, d=-.42) and the NonDO 

WM Stroop (congruent: 92.2±6.8%; incongruent: 89.7±8.6%; t(29)=-3.9, p<.001, d=-.71), but 

not in the DO WM Stroop (congruent: 93.5±4.8%; incongruent: 94.0±5.5%; t(29)=.55, 

p=.588, d=.10).  

In sum, we replicated prior behavioral results from Kiyonaga and Egner (2014), 

namely that the classic Stroop RT interference effect was emulated during the DO WM 

Stroop task. Although participants were generally slower to respond during the delay-

period Stroop tasks compared to the Classic Stroop task (Fig. 2A left panel), the relative 

Stroop interference effect was only significantly different between the NonDO WM 

Stroop and the Classic Stroop (Fig. 2A middle panel). Controlling for the effect of WM 

load, there were comparable Stroop interference effects between the two delay-period 

Stroop tasks. 
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Figure 2: Behavioral results across three variants of the Stroop task. 

2.3.2 Neural conflict-detection processes during Stroop performance 

Time-locked to the onset of the color-discrimination (Stroop) stimulus, a Ninc 

(negative-polarity incongruency effect) was observed in all three tasks. The individual 

traces for congruent and incongruent trials and the corresponding difference waves are 

depicted in Figure 3, along with the corresponding topographic maps and onset/offset 

latencies defined by nonparametric permutation testing (see Methods). The Ninc during 

the NonDO WM Stroop (onset: 356 ms; offset: 624 ms) resembled a prototypical Stroop 

N450 effect and was visually comparable with the Ninc from the Classic Stroop (onset: 

372 ms; offset: 552 ms). However, as hypothesized, the Ninc during the DO WM Stroop 

had a substantially earlier latency (onset: 264 ms; offset: 412 ms) as compared to the 

other two Stroop tasks. 

To substantiate the latency differences across tasks, we conducted a 3 x 5 

rmANOVA on the congruency difference waves (i.e., incongruent minus congruent), 

with the factors of task (DO WM Stroop, NonDO WM Stroop, Classic Stroop) and time 

window (0-100ms, 100-200, 200-300, 300-400, 400-500). The time window of 0 to 500ms 

was chosen for these sequential time windows to sufficiently capture the temporal 
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characteristics of the Ninc across all the task conditions. There was no main effect of task 

(F(2,58)=.85, p=.43, η2=.03), but there was a significant main effect of time 

(F(2.96,85.83)=17.65, p<.001, η2=.378), which was expected due to differences in averaged 

voltage signal within each time bin driven by the rise and fall of the Ninc. Importantly, 

there was an interaction effect of task by time (F(4.7,136.4)=11.74, p<.001, η2=.29), 

indicating that conflict detection processes, as proxied by the Ninc, occurred at different 

latencies across the tasks.  

To probe this interaction further, we conducted three follow-up 2x5 rmANOVAs 

comparing between different pairs of tasks (DO vs. NonDO, DO vs. Classic, NonDO vs. 

Classic) along the same time factor. There was a significant task by time interaction 

when comparing between the DO WM Stroop and NonDO WM Stroop tasks 

(F(2.6,76.4)=.9, p=.47, η2=.03), and between the DO WM Stroop and Classic Stroop tasks 

(F(3,87)=20.42, p<.001, η2=.41). However, this interaction was not significant for the 

comparison between the NonDO WM Stroop and Classic Stroop tasks (F(2.6,76.4)=.90, 

p=.44, η2=.03). These results indicate that when the conflict during the color 

categorization task was due to a clash between an internally held color word and the 

externally perceived color swatch (in the DO WM Stroop), conflict processing occurred 

substantially earlier than when conflict was caused from two clashing external stimulus 

features. In contrast, the conflict-detection onset latencies were comparable between the 

NonDO WM Stroop and Classic Stroop. Notably, this meant that the additional WM 
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load manipulation during the NonDO WM Stroop did not significantly impact the onset 

of conflict detection processes as compared to its standalone counterpart, the Classic 

Stroop. 

 

Figure 3: ERP activity for conflict detection (Ninc) during color discrimination. 

2.3.3 Neural conflict-resolution processes during Stroop performance 

Late positive complex (LPC) activity was also analyzed time-locked to the onset 

of the color-discrimination Stroop stimulus (Fig. 4). LPC activity was detected in all 

three tasks, with the earliest latency occurring during the DO WM Stroop (onset: 460 ms; 
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offset: 1200 ms) as compared to both the NonDO WM Stroop (onset: 668 ms; offset: 1116 

ms ) and the Classic Stroop (onset: 624 ms; offset: 984 ms).  

Similar to the analyses for the Ninc, the latency differences across tasks for the 

LPC were substantiated through a 3x4 rmANOVA on the difference waves, with the 

factors of task (DO WM Stroop, NonDO WM Stroop, Classic Stroop) and time window 

(200-400 ms, 400-600, 600-800, 800-1000). There was no main effect of task (F(2,58)=2.54, 

p=.087, η2=.081), but there was an expected main effect of time (F(2.04,59.12)=45.95, 

p<.001, η2=.61). Most importantly, we observed a significant interaction of task by time 

(F(4.45,129.1)=22.51, p<.001, η2=.44), indicating that LPC onset latencies differed across 

the tasks. We conducted follow-up tests to further probe such task by time interaction, 

comparing between all pairings of tasks along the same time window factor. All three 

follow-ups yielded significant interaction effects between task and time, namely that 

conflict resolution processes started earlier for both DO WM Stroop (F(3,87)=20.41, 

p<.001, η2=.41) and Classic Stroop (F(3,87)=5.45, p=.002, η2=.16) as compared to the 

NonDO WM Stroop; and earliest during DO WM Stroop when comparing between the 

DO and NonDO WM delay-period Stroops (F(3,87)=35.18, p<.001, η2=.55). Extra WM 

load during the NonDO WM Stroop delayed the onset of LPC activity during this task 

as compared to the Classic Stroop, unlike the Ninc where this load manipulation had no 

effect. 
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Figure 4: ERP activity for conflict resolution (LPC) during color discrimination. 

2.3.4 Working memory probe behavioral results 

To evaluate the impact on WM maintenance when attentional resources were 

diverted to perform the color-discrimination task during the delay period, performance 

measures of RTs and mean accuracy for WM Probe responses were analyzed for the DO 

and NonDO Stroop tasks. For these analyses, only responses following correct color-

discrimination responses were analyzed to ensure that conflict had been successfully 

resolved during the delay-period. First, we conducted a 2x2 rmANOVA [(Task: DO WM 

Probe vs. NonDO WM Probe) x (prior color discrimination [Stroop] Congruency: 
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congruent vs. incongruent)] on the RTs for probe responses (Fig. 5A). Main effects of 

task and prior congruency indicated that responses during DO WM Probe were slower 

than that of NonDO WM Probe (F(1,29)=14.04, p<.001, η2=.326), as well as during WM 

probes that followed an incongruent delay-period Stroop stimulus compared to those 

following a congruent one (F(1,29)=5.76, p=.023, η2=.166). Importantly, these main effects 

were qualified by an interaction between task and congruency (F(1,29)=4.93, p=.034, 

η2=.145): the congruency effect on probe RT was greater for DO WM Probes (t(29)=2.738, 

p=.010, d=.500) than for NonDO WM Probes (t(29)=-.049, p=.961, d=-.009). In other words, 

conflict during the delay-period Stroop resulted in a delay in retrieving the 

memorandum and matching it against the WM probe (cf. Kiyonaga & Egner, 2014), but 

only when that conflict involved a clash between the external stimulus and the WM 

representation in the same featural domain (i.e., domain overlapping).  

Running the same 2x2 rmANOVA on the accuracy of the valid probe responses 

(Fig. 5B) did not yield any significant main or interaction effects of the aforementioned 

factors (all p’s > .05). However, there was a simple main effect of congruency on the 

amount of errors made during DO WM Probes, with greater errors following 

incongruent vs. congruent delay-period Stroop trials (F=5.39, p=.027).  

In sum, conflict during the delay-period Stroop resulted in poorer WM 

maintenance, making retrieval harder during WM Probe, but only when the memoranda 

and delay-period perceptual task overlapped domain-wise. Even though there was an 
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equivalent WM load maintained during the NonDO WM task, WM maintenance was 

not affected by conflict during the delay period when there was no domain overlap. 

 

Figure 5: WM Probe behavioral responses 

2.3.5 Subsequent effects of delay-period conflict on WM-related P300 
activity 

To understand how conflict during the delay-period influenced retrieval during 

the WM probe, we analyzed EEG data time-locked to the DO and NonDO WM Probes 

based on whether the associated preceding delay-period Stroop trial was congruent 

versus incongruent. To examine whether there were differences in evoked P300 activity 

across the four individual contrasts (Fig. 6A), we conducted a 2x2x5 rmANOVA with 

factors of task (DO and NonDO) and prior Stroop congruency (congruent and 

incongruent) on averaged ERP data within consecutive 100 ms time windows between 

200 and 700 ms (time window: 200-300 ms, 300-400, 400-500, 500-600, 600-700). This time 

window was chosen to capture the entire duration in which the P300 occurred in the 

probe response. The difference waves (congruent minus incongruent) are displayed in 

Fig. 6B.  
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These analyses showed that there was a main effect of task, with P300 amplitude 

being greater in response to the DO WM Probes compared to the NonDO WM Probes 

(F(1,29)=6.77, p=.014, η2=.19). We also observed a main effect of prior congruency, as 

probes that followed congruent delay-period Stroop trials had greater P300 amplitude 

than probes that followed incongruent Stroop trials (F(1,29)=9.55, p=.004, η2=.25). There 

was also an expected main effect of time window (F(2.32,67.33)=23.86, p<.001, η2=.45), 

reflecting the rise, peak, and fall in P300 amplitude over time. These main effects were 

qualified by a significant interaction between task and time window (F(2.13,67.76)=6.77, 

p=.002, η2=.19), and, most importantly, by a significant interaction between task and 

prior congruency (F(1,29)=10.92, p=.003, η2=.27). This was due to the fact that the 

significant effect of prior congruency on probe P300 was driven by large differences for 

the DO WM Probes (p<.001), which were not observed in response NonDO WM Probes 

(p=.89). There were no other interaction effects. In summary, P300 amplitude was greater 

during WM probes following congruent (relative to incongruent) Stroop trials, but only 

when the memoranda overlapped representationally with the delay-period task 

demands. There was no such facilitation for NonDO WM Probes following congruent 

vs. incongruent Stroop trials. 
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Figure 6: WM Probe P300 facilitation due to domain overlap 

2.4 Discussion 

In this study, we investigated how conflict stemming from either clashing 

external stimulus features or between an external stimulus and an item held in WM may 

differ in terms of the underlying neural cascade of conflict processes. Our behavioral 

results replicated those of Kiyonaga and Egner (2014), showing that responses during a 

delay-period color discrimination task are substantially slowed when an incongruent 

color word is being maintained in WM, and this Stroop effect during the WM-variant 

Stroop (DO WM Stroop) was comparable to that during the Classic Stroop. However, 

the Stroop interference during the WM-control task (NonDO WM Stroop), a new control 

condition included in this study, was more pronounced compared to its standalone 

Classic Stroop counterpart. This is presumably due to increased cognitive load from 

having to maintain a numerical representation in WM while performing the color 

discrimination. Importantly, the present study demonstrated that behaviorally 

equivalent effects between the Classic Stroop and its WM variant were underpinned by 
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a divergent neural cascade of conflict-control processes, namely that the onset latencies 

for conflict detection (Ninc) and conflict resolution (LPC) processes occurred substantially 

earlier when the distractor (i.e., color-word) was held in WM prior to the color 

discrimination task (DO WM Stroop) as compared to when the distractor was visually 

perceived at the same time during the color discrimination task (Classic Stroop, as well 

as NonDO WM Stroop). In addition, WM maintenance during the dual-task paradigms 

was affected only when the delay-period task demands overlapped domain-wise (i.e., 

semantically) with the memoranda (DO WM task) but not when there was no overlap 

(NonDO WM task). We further discuss the implications of these results below.  

2.4.1 Differences in the timing of conflict-control processes  

By and large, the neural cascades of conflict control processes were very similar 

during Stroop performance when the color-word distractor was visually presented at 

the same time as the color patch during the NonDO WM Stroop and the Classic Stroop. 

However, there were two notable differences: 1) the durations of conflict detection and 

resolutions processes, as indexed by the Ninc and LPC, respectively, were extended 

during the NonDO WM Stroop; and 2) although the onset latency of the conflict 

detection process (reflected by the Ninc) did not differ between these two tasks, the onset 

latency of the conflict resolution processes (LPC) was slightly, but significantly, delayed 

in the NonDO WM Stroop. We posit that this pattern of activity differences is 

attributable to the additional WM load present in the NonDO WM task resulting in 
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some delay and/or inefficiency in conflict processing during the delay-period Stroop 

task as compared to the standalone, Classic Stroop task. Notably, however, WM probe 

performance and associated neural activity (P300) did not differ as a function of delay-

period Stroop congruency during the NonDO WM probe despite the increased cognitive 

demands throughout the NonDO WM task.  

Of greater interest was the comparison of the neural cascades of conflict-control 

processes between the WM-variant Stroop and the Classic Stroop, to characterize 

whether and how processing would differ between the case of a clash between a WM 

representation (i.e., color-word) and an external item (i.e., color patch) and the hallmark 

case of conflict between two clashing external stimulus features in the Classic Stroop 

paradigm. From our results, it is clear that the neural cascades of conflict processing 

between the WM-variant Stroop and the Classic Stroop differ substantially, as reflected 

by much earlier onset latencies for the Ninc (conflict detection) and LPC (conflict 

resolution) neural processes during the WM-variant Stroop.  

A likely explanation for the substantially earlier onset latency for the Ninc and 

subsequently the LPC during WM-variant Stroop falls in line with current theories of 

WM (D’Esposito & Postle, 2015), where maintaining a color-word in WM would be 

assumed to result in activating the perceptual and semantic long-term memory 

representation of that color, and that representations activated by the WM process are 

the same as those that are activated by external, perceptual inputs. Since in the WM-
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variant Stroop, those representations are already active when the external stimulus is 

presented (i.e., at the onset of the delay-period color swatch), conflict will occur more 

rapidly – and thus be detected and resolved sooner – in this condition compared to 

conditions where no such color representation was pre-activated (NonDO WM Stroop 

and Classic Stroop). In fact, prior work investigating how varying the temporal 

separation of relevant (e.g., color swatch) and irrelevant (e.g., color-word) Stroop 

stimulus features (by +/- 200ms) affected neural processing of conflict during Stroop 

interference has demonstrated an analogous onset latency shift in conflict processing, as 

reflected by the Ninc (Appelbaum et al., 2009). In that study, a shift in the Ninc onset 

latency occurred when the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between task-relevant and 

task-irrelevant Stroop components were manipulated: specifically, by displaying the 

color-word 200 ms prior to the color swatch, Ninc onset latency was shifted earlier in time 

by about 140 ms. Given that the maximum SOA manipulation between Stroop 

components was only 200 ms in this prior study, however, the color-word was not 

considered to be held in WM but rather held in sensory memory, which is still visual 

attention by nature. As such, by having a color-word held in working memory in the 

case of our WM-variant Stroop task, the considerably earlier resultant instantiation of 

color representation in WM would be expected to lead to a still greater Ninc onset latency 

shift, as observed here (~200ms earlier). 
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The topography and amplitudes of the conflict-related ERP components 

investigated in the present study were qualitatively similar across tasks (albeit shifted in 

onset latencies). At face value, this suggests that the underlying conflict detection and 

resolution processes may also be equivalent between these conditions, but just occurring 

at shifted times. However, to draw stronger conclusions regarding this equivalence 

would require additional research. For instance, one could probe whether conflict 

adaptation processes would generalize from the classic Stroop task to the WM Stroop 

task and vice versa (Egner, 2008).  

2.4.2 Facilitation of P300 in response to the WM Probe 

The P300 activity in response to the WM probe was facilitated in the DO WM 

task following congruent compared to incongruent Stroop trials. This pattern of P300 

activity differences during the processing of the DO WM Probes as a function of prior 

Stroop congruency mirrored behavioral performance, where responses to WM probes 

were slower following incongruent Stroop trials (which was also observed in Kiyonaga 

& Egner, 2014). However, the analogous P300 activity in response to the NonDO WM 

Probes was not modulated by prior Stroop congruency. In fact, P300 amplitudes were 

similar for all WM probes during the NonDO WM task as well as for DO WM Probes 

following incongruent delay-period stimuli. We speculate that this pattern of neural 

activity could be explained by an incidental beneficial effect on the memoranda on 

congruent trials in the DO WM Stroop. Specifically, attending and responding to a 
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congruent external stimulus may enhance the activation of the (identical) internally 

maintained representation of that stimulus (equivalent to attentional “refreshing” of the 

memorandum, cf. Barrouillet & Camos, 2012). Such refreshing during the delay-period 

would strengthen the WM representation, thereby leading to faster retrieval and greater 

P300 responses in response to the WM probe trials that followed congruent color 

discrimination trials in the DO WM task as compared to the other probe trial conditions. 

2.4.3 Conclusion 

In summary, the present study enhanced our understanding of the interplay 

between internally attended (WM) information and the processing of externally 

presented stimuli. We replicated prior behavioral results from Kiyonaga and Egner 

(2014) – showing that a mismatch between an activated color word representation in 

WM and an externally perceived color patch during a WM-variant Stroop task can 

produce behavioral Stroop interference effects comparable to that of a Classic Stroop 

task. Importantly, however, we demonstrate that the cascade of underlying neural 

processing differs between these two interference effects. In particular, we show that 

neural conflict detection and resolution processes occur substantially earlier in the WM 

Stroop than its Classic Stroop counterpart. This finding supports the fundamental 

assumption that WM representations overlap with representations activated by external 

stimuli (Kiyonaga & Egner, 2013), such that a pre-activated color representation in WM 

results in earlier conflict when a mismatching external stimulus is presented than when 
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two incongruent color cues are presented externally. In further support of this 

conclusion, we also showed that WM probe performance and neural processing were 

only modulated by delay period conflict when that conflict involved the WM 

representation (in the DO WM Stroop) but not when it was unrelated to the information 

being held in WM (the NonDO Stroop). In sum, by revealing new insights into the 

timing of conflict-control processes involving WM vs. externally activated 

representations, the present findings support recent theories of shared representations 

and control processes between WM and perceptual attention.   
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Chapter 3: Role of attention in delay discounting 

3.1 Introduction 

Delay discounting is a ubiquitous phenomenon in daily life in which people are 

often faced with intertemporal decisions to either consume and indulge in the present 

time or delay these gratifications for more desirable outcomes later. Derived metrics of 

impatience (i.e., discounting rate) based on choices between receiving smaller and 

sooner rewards as compared to larger and later rewards have been leveraged by many 

researchers across different disciplines as a seemingly reliable proxy (Arfer & Luhmann, 

2017) of self-control and impulsivity, and has been linked to a variety of maladaptive 

behavior such as substance abuse (Madden et al., 1997), criminal involvement 

(individuals who discount more – shorter time horizons – have higher risk of criminal 

involvement (Åkerlund et al., 2016), obesity (Sutter et al., 2013), and credit card debt 

accumulation (Meier & Sprenger, 2010). Delay discounting has also been considered a 

valuable tool in psychiatric research as discounting behavior could reflect an important 

psychopathology (Lempert et al., 2019). In this study, we explored the relationship 

between selective attention patterns during information sampling periods of the 

decision-making process and discounting behavior. Specifically, we demonstrate that 

feature-based selective attention – towards either amount or time attributes – across two 

methodologically different delay discounting tasks corresponded to specific and 
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stereotypical discounting behavior (e.g., lower discounting rates for individuals who are 

biased towards selectively attending to amount attribute vs. time attribute).  

3.1.1 Measuring discounting behavior 

Given the interest in the phenomenon of delay discounting and its application, 

researchers have also developed a number of procedures to measure discounting 

behavior (Madden & Johnson, 2010). Of these procedures, binary choice has been 

undeniably the preferred method to measure such behavior (Mazur, 1987). Under the 

umbrella of revealed preference theory (Houthakker, 1950; Richter, 1966; Samuelson, 

1938), binary choice methods ask participants to make a choice between pairs of 

monetary rewards, each consisting of a smaller sooner (SS) option that is paid out 

immediately or after a short temporal delay and a larger later (LL) option that is paid 

out after a longer temporal delay. Through a series of choices, participants reveal their 

temporal discounting preference and hyperbolic discounting is the preferred static 

choice model to quantify these preferences.  

Although popular, there are drawbacks to using revealed preference methods to 

measure delay discounting preference (for a review, see Madden and Johnson, 2010), 

including the requirement for a large number of choices in order to reliably quantify a 

discounting rate. One alternative approach that does not require a large number of 

choices is to use stated preference methods where participants are asked to state their 

preferences over time and money. Under stated preference context, participants 
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construct their own pairs of SS and LL options that reflect their indifference between 

receiving a smaller reward sooner versus receiving a larger reward later. For example, a 

participant could be told that they are being offered a large reward that will be delivered 

after a decent wait time (the status quo option). However, the same participant was told 

they also had the ability to receive a reward sooner in lieu of the status quo option, but 

the reward would be a smaller amount. In this example, the participant is essentially 

being asked to construct a SS option that is equally attractive to them as the status quo 

option, which is a LL option in this example. Here, the participant can construct this SS 

option by either stating a response for: 1) the amount of reward they would accept given 

the new (shorter) wait time in lieu of the status quo option; or 2) the number of days 

they would be willing to wait given a new (smaller) reward in lieu of the status quo 

option. Vice versa, this participant could be given a SS status quo option and asked to 

construct (within maximum amount and delay limits) a new LL option. Most 

importantly, the responses that the participant provide should lead them to be equally 

happy to receive either option (i.e., indifference).  

Unfortunately, stated preference method is inherently more difficult and more 

cognitively demanding as participants are asked to generate their own indifference 

points (versus making a simple binary choice), which means this method has not been 

well favored by the research community. In fact, for studies of delay discounting that 

have previously utilized stated preference methods (more classically known as Fill in the 
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Blank [FITB]), discounting preferences were often only measured by asking participants 

to provide an amount they were willing to accept if they were to receive that amount 

immediately (i.e., today) in order to forego a larger reward paid out at a later time 

(Chapman, 1996; Cooper et al., 2013; Kirby & Maraković, 1995; Schoenfelder & Hantula, 

2003; Smith & Hantula, 2008). For studies that did utilize stated preference methods to 

measure discounting rates as a comparison to intertemporal choice, there have been 

conflicting results as to whether measured discounting rates differed – including 

directionality of such effects – between methodologies used to elicit them (Smith & 

Hantula, 2008; Weatherly, 2014; Weatherly & Derenne, 2011). However, due to task 

designs (i.e., between-subject designs; hypothetical vs. real outcomes), it remains unclear 

whether and how measured discounting rates differed between the two methodologies 

discussed (Kirby & Maraković, 1995; Smith & Hantula, 2008; Weatherly & Derenne, 

2011). Due to the ease of measuring discounting behavior with a choice task and because 

of conflicting results on whether any differences in measured discounting rates exist 

between the methodologies, revealed preference method of intertemporal choice has 

been more widely adopted with less regard to the stated preference alternative. 

For this study, we conducted a systematic comparison of revealed and stated 

preference methods on how they capture discounting behavior using a within-subject 

design. Unlike prior work, participants in this study were not only asked to state their 

desired reward amount, but also their desired wait time until reward is delivered. In 
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fact, we queried the full range of potential responses participants could provide during a 

delay discounting exercise using stated preference methods: amounts and temporal 

delays for either the SS option (acceleration frame) or for the LL option (delay frame). 

Similar to previous studies using stated preference, participants were always provided 

with a status quo option (LL option for acceleration frame; SS option for delay frame) 

and were asked to provide a response for either a missing amount or a missing temporal 

delay that would make them indifferent to receiving the new offer versus the status quo 

offer. This resulted in four stated preference conditions: acceleration-amount (Stated-

AA), acceleration-time (Stated-AT), delay-amount (Stated-DA), delay-time (Stated-DT).  

For this systematic comparison of methodologies, we were interested in whether 

measured discounting rates would differ between methodologies within an individual. 

Based on the tenet of procedural invariance – one of the main assumptions of the 

standard theory of rational choice – we would expect no differences in measured 

discounting rates between revealed and stated preference conditions. However, based 

on prior literature in this and other economic decision-making domains, procedural 

invariance is often violated and preference reversals are commonly elicited due to 

differences between different implementations for tasks of similar kinds (Lichtenstein & 

Slovic, 1971; Slovic, 1975; Tversky et al., 1988). 

More importantly, we were most interested in how differences in revealed and 

stated preference methods corresponded to differences in selective attention towards 
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amount and time attributes between these methods. Below, we discuss recent literature 

on delay discounting that have characterized critical attentional processes underlying 

the mechanisms of delay discounting that would also suggest that differences exist 

between revealed and stated preference methods of measuring discounting behavior. 

3.1.2 Information-search strategies during delay discounting     

One of the main assumptions of the hyperbolic discounting (or any of the other 

choice models of delay discounting) is that the option with the higher subjective value is 

always chosen. Subjective values are derived using a choice value function that 

integrates both time and reward information. However, recent work from our lab and 

from other researchers in the field have begun to show, using eye tracking and multi-

attribute drift diffusion models, that this assumption about information integration isn’t 

necessarily occurring for all participants during intertemporal choice. Furthermore, 

these studies have also provided critical insights into the attentional processes that are 

happening online (and computationally) when participants are considering between SS 

and LL options. More importantly, these insights indicate that procedural invariance 

would be violated in our systematic comparison between revealed and stated preference 

methods of delay discounting due to the inherent differences in task structures that 

should lead to differences in how information is processed. Specifically, Reeck and 

colleagues (Reeck et al., 2017), as well as Amasino and colleagues (Amasino et al., 2019), 

have demonstrated that individuals with low discount rates tend to only compare 
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within an attribute between the two options (i.e., comparing between two amounts) 

during the information sampling stage prior to making their choices, while individuals 

with higher discount rates employed an integrative information-search strategy where 

they sample between two attributes within an option (i.e., time and money) and were 

more aligned to the main assumption of hyperbolic discounting.  

In this study, we predicted that participants will employ greater integrative 

search strategies during stated preference conditions due to the structure of the task. 

Unlike intertemporal choice, participants need to first process the status quo option then 

consider a response for the new option that only contains either an amount or a time 

information to process. As such, comparative search strategy would be harder during 

stated preference. Because of this shift in search strategies, there will be an overall shift 

in discounting preferences towards steeper discounting as participants shift from 

comparative to integrative information-search strategy going from revealed to stated 

preference conditions (Reeck et al., 2017). Furthermore, we predicted steeper 

discounting when participants are stating their desired temporal delays as compared to 

their desired reward amount for the new option as prior work have also demonstrated 

that greater engagement with time attribute relative to amount attribute promoted 

steeper discounting behavior (Amasino et al., 2019; Reeck et al., 2017). Eye tracking was 

utilized in order to quantify these online effects of attention on discounting preferences. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Participants 

Sixty-three (63) individuals were recruited for the primary sample and fifty-four 

(54) individuals were recruited for the replication sample. Due to a combination of 

technical difficulties and low eye tracking data quality, which was analyzed first prior to 

any main data analyses, we had to exclude thirteen (13) data sets from the primary 

sample and five (5) data sets from the secondary sample. The final sample sizes were 

Nprimary=50 (20 males; mean age ± SD: 24 ± 5 years) and Nreplication=49 (17 males; 26 ± 5 

years). Each participant was compensated $6 in cash for their participation plus an 

additional compensation based on their response for one randomly selected trial at the 

end of the study. This additional compensation was paid out in Amazon gift card (mean 

amount = $16; mean temporal delay = 16 days). All participants provided written 

informed consent to participate in our study in accordance with a protocol approved by 

the Duke University Institutional Review Board. 

3.2.2 Tasks and procedures 

Participants completed two intertemporal decision-making tasks where they 

considered tradeoffs between time and money (Fig. 7). The key difference in these tasks 

was the method in which temporal discounting preferences were measured: revealed 

preference versus stated preference methods. In the revealed preference task (Fig. 7A), 

discounting preferences were measured through a series of choices that participants 
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made between different pairs of monetary-delay options. In the stated preference task 

(Fig. 7B), participants were explicitly queried for their discounting preferences by being 

asked to state their indifference point between different pairs of monetary-delay options. 

Specifically, participants stated their indifference points by providing a response for 

either the amount attribute or the time attribute for one option in each pair. We describe 

both tasks in greater details below. By conducting a within-subject design, we sought to 

quantify the degree of procedural invariance violation between methods. 

 

Figure 7: Study 2 experimental paradigm 

Revealed Preference Task. Our revealed preference task was a typical 

intertemporal choice task (Fig. 7A), where participants chose between different pairs of 
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smaller soon (SS) and larger later (LL) monetary-delay options (herein referred to as 

choice trials). For SS options, the amount attribute ranged between $10 and $16 and the 

time attribute ranged between Today (i.e., 0 day) and 7 days. For LL options, the amount 

attribute ranged between $11 and $25 and the time attribute ranged between 8 and 60 

days. In both the primary and replication studies, the SS and LL options were visually 

randomized to appear as the left option or as the right option for every trial to control 

for left-right reading biases. In the replication sample, amount and time attributes were 

also visually top-bottom randomized for every trial to account for top-down reading 

biases. Participants were given up to 10 seconds to consider their choices and used a 

keyboard to respond by pressing F for the left option or J for the right option. After a 

choice has been made, the selected option was highlighted in green for 1 second as 

feedback. Participants completed 90 choice trials, which were randomly generated for 

each participant and accounted for a broad spectrum of discounting preferences. This 

revealed preference task always occurred after the stated preference task to ensure that 

responses during the latter task were not biased by exposure to different monetary-

delay pairs during the former.   

Stated Preference Task. In our revealed preference task and in prior classic delay 

discounting tasks, discounting preferences were revealed through a series of choices 

between different pairs of monetary-delay offers. In our stated preference task (Fig. 7B), 

participants were instead asked to explicitly state their discounting preferences by 
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providing a reward amount or a time delay response for one of two options that would 

make them feel indifferent between either option. This method of measuring 

discounting behavior is also known classically as the “fill-in-the-blank” or FTIB method 

(Chapman, 1996). For each stated preference trial, participants were shown a status quo 

option that contains a reward offer and time (in days) until delivery of this reward, as 

well as new option, which only contained one attribute (i.e., amount or time). 

Participants were asked to provide a response for the missing attribute in this new 

option such that they would be indifferent between receiving either the new option had 

completed or the status quo option. Specifically, participants were asked to provide 

either the minimum amount of money (USD) they were willing to accept given the 

provided time attribute in the new option (stated-amount trials); or the maximum 

number of days they were willing to wait for the given amount attribute in the new 

option (stated-time trials).  

Similar to the revealed preference task, the monetary-delay pairs in the stated 

preference task were also constructed to have an SS option and an LL option. There were 

two decision frames for the stated preference task, which impacted which of the two 

options (SS or LL) was the status quo option and which was the new option. In the first 

decision frame, the acceleration frame, participants were provided with status quo LL 

option (amount range: $[11,25]; temporal delay range: [8,60] days) and had to complete a 

SS-variety new option. Participants were to provide either a willingness to accept for 
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smaller amount that ranged from $1 up to amtLL (amount from LL option) or a 

willingness to wait for shorter temporal delays from 0 day (i.e., Today) up to timeLL days 

(temporal delay from LL option). In the other decision frame, the delay frame, 

participants were instead provided with a SS-variety status quo option (amount range: 

$[10,16]; temporal delay range: [0,7] days) and had to construct a new option of the LL-

variety, with larger amount responses ranging from amtSS (amount SS) up to $25 or 

greater temporal delay responses ranging from timeSS day(s) (delay SS) up to 60 days. 

Regardless of the decision frames, participants were instructed that for stated-amount 

trials, they should consider the minimum amount they were willing to accept given the 

temporal delay in the new option; while for stated-time trials, they should consider the 

maximum temporal delay they were willing to wait for the given amount in the new 

option. Of key importance, participants were instructed that they should be indifferent 

between receiving the new option they had constructed or the status quo option. 

Participants completed 30 trials for each framing condition separately, with 15 

stated-amount trials and 15 stated-time trials presented in a mixed blocked design. 

Similar to the revealed preference task, the SS and LL options were randomized to 

appear either as the left or the right option for both the primary and replication samples 

to control for left-right reading biases. However, unlike the revealed preference task 

where this randomization occurred for each trial, the left-right visual randomization 

here was counter-balanced across participants and not across trials within a given 
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participant. This was done so participants would not get confused when providing a 

response. In the replication sample, the attributes (i.e., amount and time) were, again, 

visually randomized to account for top-down reading biases. This top-down visual 

randomization was done for every trial within the stated preference task. Participants 

had up to 10 seconds to consider their responses. Once participants had considered their 

responses, they had unlimited time to enter them in using the number row on a 

keyboard. If participants did not need all 10 seconds to consider their responses, they 

could advance to the response screen earlier by pressing SPACEBAR when they were 

ready. Responses for the time attribute were required to be whole integers while 

responses for the amount attribute could contain whole dollar amounts with change 

(i.e., $12.75).  

Experimental procedures. Prior to starting the study, participants were given a 

set of instructions to read over at their own pace. Participants were then briefed by the 

researcher to ensure that they had understood the task instructions and the incentive 

compatibility payout policy for the study. Prior to starting each task condition, 

participants were reminded of the specific instructions and completed six practice trials. 

Participants completed two stated preference blocks (ordering of the decision frames 

were counterbalanced across participants) and then a revealed preference block. At the 

end of the study, one trial was randomly chosen (across all completed trials) to be 
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played out based on the incentive structure described below. Stimulus presentation was 

done on a Windows PC, using PsychToolbox and MATLAB.  

Incentive compatibility payout policy. At the end of the study, participants 

were additionally compensated based on one randomly chosen trial from either the 

choice or stated preference blocks. If the chosen trial was a choice trial, participants were 

simply compensated based on their choice of either the SS or LL option. However, if the 

chosen trial was a stated-amount or stated-time trial, a Becker-Degroot-Marschak (BDM) 

auction was used to determine whether participants were compensated the partial-

information option based on their response or the full-information option if the BDM 

failed (Becker et al., 1964). The rules to the BDM auction differed for stated-amount and 

stated-time trials but did not differ based on the decision frame.  

For stated-amount trials, the BDM auction started with a randomly generated 

amount (amountrand) defined within the same range restriction of the payout trial. This 

random amount was compared to the participant’s amount response (amountresp). If 

amountrand < amountresp, then the auction failed, and the participant was compensated the 

full-information option. If amountrand ≥ amountresp, then the participant was compensated 

the partial-information option with an amount commensurate to amountrand. By 

compensating participants with the larger (amountrand) we incentivized participants to 

provide their true preference based on task instructions, which was providing the 

minimum amount of money they were willing to accept given the provided wait time of 
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the partial-information option. In other words, if the auction was successful, the 

difference between the randomly generated amount and the stated amount (amountrand – 

amountresp) was this extra incentive.  

For stated-time trials, the BDM auction also started with a randomly generated 

temporal delay (timerand) within the same range restriction of the payout trial, which was 

compared against the participant’s time response (timeresp). However, in this scenario, the 

logic was reversed from that of stated-amount auction rules. Now, if timerand > timeresp, 

then the participant received the full-information option. However, if timerand ≤ timeresp, 

then the participant received the partial-information option after a temporal delay 

commensurate to timerand. In other words, when the BDM was successful for stated-time 

trials, participants were compensated the partial-information option after a shorter wait 

time as an incentive for them to provide their true tradeoff preference for by stating the 

maximum number of days they were willing to wait for a prescribed monetary amount.  

The tradeoff, if the BDM auction failed, was a longer wait time in order to receive 

any compensation (albeit larger amount) in the acceleration frame; or receiving a 

compensation after a shorter wait time (albeit smaller amount) in the delay frame. In 

other words, if participants did not provide responses commensurate to their true 

preferences, then they would either have to regret the longer wait if they were someone 

who discounts future outcomes (i.e., they preferred to get something more immediate) 
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or regret the smaller return if they did not mind waiting a longer time for more money, 

respectively. 

3.2.3 Hyperbolic model of delay discounting  

Revealed and stated preference data were fitted with a hyperbolic discounting2 

function (Mazur, 1988, Eq. 1) in order to recover individual discounting parameter, k. 

For choice data, a softmax choice rule (Eq. 2) was used to predict the probability of 

choosing the LL option based on the model-estimated utility for both LL and SS options. 

For each participant, two parameters were recovered using this procedure: a discount 

rate k and a temperature parameter β. Greater discounting was associated with larger k. 

Greater degrees of stochasticity in choices were associated with smaller β, which 

translated to less steepness in the resulting indifference curves. Best-fitting set of 

parameter estimates were obtained via maximum likelihood estimation with MATLAB’s 

fmincon optimization function (lower bound: k = 0, β = 0; upper bound: k = 1, β = 120). In 

order to avoid local minima during the optimization process, initial parameters were 

optimized for each participant using MATLAB’s GlobalSearch optimization function.  

Parameters were robustly estimated using a bootstrapped resampling approach with 

10000 iterations and 80% of available choice samples per iteration. For each free 

                                                      

2 Other static choice models were also tested, including the exponential model and quasi-hyperbolic models. 
However, we opted to only go with the hyperbolic model for its multiple purposes: 1) group fits 
demonstrated that the hyperbolic model performed better than the other three models; and 2) only the 
hyperbolic model had optimal forms after rearranging variables in order to model stated preference trials.   
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parameter, we reported the pseudomedian of each bootstrapped distribution and 

associated 95% confidence interval for each of these point estimates which were 

calculated using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test function in R (Hodges & Lehmann, 

1963). The pseudomedian takes into account any skewness that could exist within the 

estimated parameter distribution; thus, this number coincides with the population 

median when the population distribution is symmetric. 

Equation 1: Hyperbolic discounting (delay discounting) 
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Equation 2: Softmax choice function 
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Unlike choice data which could be fitted under a softmax framework, stated 

preference data did not have any explicit choices to conduct model fitting under a 

similar approach. However, based on the task demands for the stated preference blocks 

(i.e., complete the partial-information option to achieve indifference), we could set up an 

equality (Eq. 3) between the utilities of the partial-information and full-information 

options. We also assumed a hyperbolic discounting framework to calculate these 

utilities. For each participant, the 15 stated-amount and 15 stated-time trials for each 

stated preference frame (i.e., acceleration and delay frames) were fitted separately, 

yielding four discounting parameters (kacc_amt, kacc_time, kdel_amt, kdel_time). By setting SVLL = SVSS 

(indifference point), we could rearrange the variables to solve for either the partial-
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information option’s missing amount (Eq. 4) or missing time (Eq. 5) attribute. The best 

fitting k would minimize the sum of squared differences between stated responses 

(amount �new; time �new) and predicted responses (��new; �̂new). Equations 4 and 5 were 

derived from Equation 3 by using simple algebra and validated using MATLAB’s solve 

function. Discounting parameters were estimated using a bootstrapped approach with 

10,000 iterations and 80% of the stated samples per iteration. Due to the small number of 

samples per stated preference condition (i.e., 15 trials per condition per participant), we 

also conducted a jackknife fitting procedure (sampling without replacement) on 80% of 

the stated samples per iteration for all possible combinations (455) of trials. This second 

step was to ensure that we did everything we could to retrieve an accurate discount rate 

based on the sparse number of stated preference trials and usable responses. During 

both bootstrap and jackknife procedures, any combinations of trials that did not yield a 

correct fit (i.e., incredibly large β or k values) was discarded from further consideration. 

Equation 3: Stated preference indifference 

�� !
1 + ��� !

= �"#
1 + ��"#

 

Equation 4: Stated preference predicted amount response 

��� ! = �"#(1 + ��� !)
1 + ��"#

 

Equation 5: Stated preference predicted time response 

�̂� ! = (�� ! +  �$� !�"#) (�"# − 1)⁄
�  
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3.2.4 Eye tracking procedures 

Eye gazes were recorded using Tobii Studio Pro 3.3.2 on a Tobii T60 eye tracker 

monitor with the native resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels. Based on the camera 

placements on the T60 eye tracker, free head motion was possible as long as participants 

remained within the recording zone in front of the infrared cameras. This was 

monitored by the experimenter on an independent screen. Prior to conducting the study, 

calibration was done using a 5-point calibration. Gaze data was initially preprocessed 

using filter algorithms provided by Tobii Studio Pro (I-VT filter). This filtering process 

also identified whether a recorded sample was part of a fixation or a saccade and 

grouped fixation samples together by identifying the fixation index associated with each 

recorded sample (60Hz recording). Filtered gaze data was analyzed using MATLAB 

R2017b. Analyses were focused on four areas of interest (AOIs; 350 by 250 pixels) that 

were centered around the amount and time attributes.  

 Taking filtered eye tracking data, three key measures of selective attention (Fig. 

8) were derived to understand processing strategy and engagement biases (Amasino et 

al., 2019). For processing strategy, the Payne index (Payne et al., 1988) was calculated to 

understand whether gaze transition patterns were primarily shifting between attributes 

within an option (integrative strategy: greater number of transitions within an option 

between the option’s different attributes [opt_trans], PI > 0) , or whether gaze transition 

patterns were primarily shifting between options within the same attribute (comparative 
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strategy: greater number of transitions within the same attribute type between options 

[att_trans], PI < 0). For engagement biases, two indices were derived. The first index is 

the attribute index (AI), which quantified whether participants spent more time within a 

trial engaged with amount attribute (AI > 0) or with the time attribute (AI < 0). The 

second index is the option index (OI), which quantified whether participants spent more 

time during a trial engaged with the smaller, sooner option (OI > 0) or with the larger, 

later option (OI < 0). Besides these key measures of attention, information sampling 

behavior was also assessed with simple aggregated eye tracking data, such as number of 

fixations or dwell time within an AOI. 

 
Figure 8: Derived measures of selective attention from gaze data (Study 2) 

3.2.5 Relationships of derived measures 

Altogether, by combining insights from the two quantitative models (hyperbolic 

discounting and ma-DDM) and the derived eye tracking metrics, we predict that 

individuals who are steeper discounters (greater k) will take greater consideration of the 

temporal information (while integrating amount information into the decision process 
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when considering how long to wait), while individuals who are shallow discounters 

(smaller k) will care more about the overall reward (i.e., value maximizer that compare 

only between the two amounts) they can receive from a choice and place little 

consideration on the duration until such reward can be received.  

3.3 Results  

Choice data during choice and responses during stated preference conditions 

were examined for any data quality issues before further analyses. Starting with the 

choice data, participants who had little to no variance in their choices (<5% choosing less 

preferred option) were removed from further analyses. From the primary sample, 6 

participants were excluded (4 strongly preferred SS options: P(chose LL)=.006; and 2 

strongly preferred LL options: P(chose LL)=.989), while 8 were excluded from the 

replication sample (5 strongly preferred SS options: P(chose LL)=.031; and 3 strongly 

preferred LL options: P(chose LL)=.989). Next, looking at the response data for stated 

preference conditions, one participant from each sample was additionally removed due 

to not following task instructions and providing responses that were outside the 

instructed ranges. As such, the final sample size was N=43 for the primary sample and 

N=40 for the replication sample in all subsequent analyses. 

3.3.1 Behavioral and discounting preferences 

In both samples, participants slightly preferred the LL options more often than 

the SS option (primary mean±sd: 57.3±23.8%; replication: 54.1±20.7%). Choice data were 
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well described by the canonical hyperbolic discounting function. For both samples, we 

observed canonical choice psychometric curves from choices and latent subjective values 

(SV) recovered using the hyperbolic discounting function: participants’ choices for the 

higher-SV option increased with increasing relative SV. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 as 

proportion of choices for the left option increases as the SV of the left option increase 

relative to the SV of the right option (top panel). Along with choices, response times also 

showed appropriate psychometric properties, as response times (RT) were slower for 

choice trials that had little differences in SV’s (i.e., SVleft = SVright) as compared to choices 

trials with greater SV differences (Fig. 9, bottom panel). The bolded lines in Fig. 9 are the 

group averages while the lighter lines are individual psychometric curves. 

 

Figure 9: Psychometric curves (Study 2) 
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Based on the raw stated preference responses (amount and time responses) for 

both acceleration and delay frames and across both study samples (Fig. 10), participants 

who stated a higher preferred reward amount, on average, also preferred a shorter 

temporal delay of reward (p’s < .005). For qualitative purposes, individual discounting 

rates as measured during choice task (i.e., revealed discounting) were used to color the 

scatterplots in Fig. 10. Across both study samples, there was no discernable patterns, 

qualitatively, between revealed discounting rates and stated responses for amount and 

time during acceleration frame trials (i.e., completing a SS option and given a LL status 

quo option).  

 

Figure 10: Relationship between stated preference responses for amount and time 
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However, for the delay frame trials (i.e., completing a LL option and given a SS 

status quo option), participants with lower discounting rates (i.e., more patient) stated 

they were willing to wait longer (i.e., correlations between revealed discounting and 

stated responses for time; primary sample: r=-.608, p<.001; replication sample: r=.482, 

p=.002) and willing to accept smaller rewards (i.e., correlations between revealed 

discounting and stated responses for amount; primary sample: r=.406, p=.007; replication 

sample: r=.464, p=.003) as compared to those with higher discounting rates (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11: Revealed discounting and stated responses for delay frame 

In order to recover individual discounting rates for stated preference conditions, 

responses from each frame-by-attribute condition (frame: acceleration and delay; 
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attribute: amount and time) were modeled separately following procedures discussed in 

3.2.3. Unfortunately, a discounting rate was not recoverable for all participants across all 

conditions under the assumed hyperbolic discounting framework due to the 

noise/variance in stated responses and having too small of a sample (i.e., 15 trials per 

condition) to overcome this variance. In particular, discounting rates were particularly 

difficult to recover for accelerated stated-time trials. In order to maximize the number of 

available participants for subsequent analyses and comparisons, we opted to have an 

asymmetric number of participants per stated preference condition. As such, although 

this design was a within-subject design, the participant composition differed across the 

four stated preference conditions (acceleration amount/time, delay amount/time). For 

the primary (replication) sample, we were able to model responses from 35 (36) 

individuals from the acceleration-amount condition, 25 (29) from the acceleration-time 

condition, 40 (38) from the delay-amount condition, and 34 (35) from the delay-time 

condition. For the primary sample, 17 participants had a discounting rates for all 

revealed and stated preference conditions. In the replication, there were 23 individuals 

with discounting rates for all conditions.  

 Comparing between revealed preference and stated preference, measured 

discounting rates did not differ between the two methods when comparing only 

between revealed preference and stated preference during the accelerated-amount 

condition. This result was replicated with the replication sample, as well as with 
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previous studies that have utilized this particular stated preference condition to 

compare against intertemporal choice. However, for the other stated preference 

conditions, discounting rates were significantly different between the two 

methodologies within individuals, namely greater discounting during stated preference 

compared to revealed preference (Wilcoxon signed rank test, all p’s<.05).  These 

preference shifts are shown in Fig. 12 for the primary sample and Fig. 13 for the 

replication sample. Although measured discounting rates significantly differed between 

the methodologies, there were some consistencies in individual tradeoffs between 

reward and time: individuals with lower revealed discounting stated they were willing 

to wait longer for a smaller increase in future reward as compared to individuals with 

greater revealed discounting. 

 

Figure 12: Shifts in discounting (primary sample) 
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Figure 13: Shifts in discounting (replication sample) 

3.3.2 Gaze patterns during revealed preference condition  

Gaze data was preprocessed using Tobii’s built-in IV-T filter to identify and 

group together fixations and saccade information. For both primary and replication 

samples, participants spent longer time looking at amount attributes over time attribute 

during all conditions (2:1 ratio of time spent on amount versus time attribute; p’s < 

0.001). We next examined the relationship between revealed discounting behavior and 

our gaze metrics of attribute index (AI), option index (OI), and Payne index (PI) were 

computed for each condition (Fig. 14).  

For OI, which indicates whether there was an option-specific gaze bias (i.e., 

dwell time on SS option versus LL option), there was no significant relationship with 

discounting behavior (Fig. 14, first column) in the primary sample (r=.239, p=.118), but a 

significant relationship in the replication sample (r=.336, p=.032). From a design 
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standpoint, participants should look at both LL and SS options rather equally during 

choice because of left/right display randomization of the options. However, this was 

only the case for the primary sample, but not for the replication sample. In the 

replication sample, engagement for the LL option, as a whole, was greater for 

individuals who are more patient compared to those who are impatient.  

For both samples, participants with lower discounting rates (compared to those 

with steeper discounting rates) spent more time engaged with the amount attribute 

(primary: r=-.373, p=.013; replication: r=-.545, p<.001) and employed a greater 

comparative information-search strategy (primary: r=.533, p<.001; replication: r=.450, 

p=.003) where gaze shifts were primarily within the same attribute type (e.g., amount) 

between two options (Fig. 14, middle and third columns). In other words, participants 

who had lower discounting rates, as revealed by their choices, did not necessarily 

integrate both time and reward information as assumed by the hyperbolic discounting 

but rather employed a simple heuristic (i.e., compare between amounts and pick the 

option with the higher amount). In fact, there was a positive correlation between 

discounting rates and average response time during intertemporal choice, where the 

same participants with lower discounting rates took less time to make a choice 

compared to those who had steeper discounting rates (primary: r=.385, p=.011; 

replication: r=.387, p=.014). 
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Figure 14: Revealed preference and gaze metrics 

3.3.3 Gaze patterns during stated preference conditions  

Gaze biases (proportion of dwell time) were compared between revealed and 

stated preference conditions in a 3 (condition: revealed, acceleration frame, delay frame) 

by 2 (attributes: amount, time) repeated measures ANOVA. We observed main effects of 

condition, F(2,164)=16.933, p<.001, η2=0.171), and a main effect of attribute, 

F(2,164)=129.968, p<.001, η2=.613). These main effects were qualified by a significant 

condition by attribute interaction, F(1.579,129.484)=18.337, p<.001, η2=.184), Greenhouse-

Geisser corrected for sphericity. In other words, gaze biases shifted from the amount 

attribute towards the time attribute going from revealed to stated preference conditions. 

Pair-wise t-tests between all 6 cells (conditions by attribute) showed that participants 

looked less at the amount attribute during both stated preference conditions as 
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compared to revealed condition (p’s<.001) and looked more at the time attribute instead 

(p’s<.001). However, gaze bias towards the amount attribute did not differ between 

stated preference frames (t(82)=-1.134, p=.260). Likewise, gaze bias towards the time 

attribute did not differ between the stated preference frames (t(82)=1.272, p=.207). 

To understand how online information sampling behavior differed between 

revealed and stated preference conditions, we examined the relationship between shifts 

in discounting rates (stated minus revealed) and shifts in Payne index (stated minus 

revealed) for each stated preference condition, collapsed across both primary and 

replication samples (Fig. 15, top row). We also examined the same relationships, but for 

shifts in attribute index (Fig. 15, bottom row). First and foremost, these relationships are 

analyzed qualitatively and visualized in Fig. 15B-15E. In Fig. 15A, we plotted the 

relationship between revealed discounting and Payne index (top row) and attribute 

index (bottom row) as a point of reference of gaze bias and search-pattern strategy 

during intertemporal choice. Revealed discounting rates were used as the color scale for 

Fig. 15B-15E in order to qualitatively track the shifts in Payne indices and attribute 

indices between revealed and stated preference methods.  

As established by Fig. 14 (second and third columns) and Fig. 15A, participants 

who had lower revealed discounting rates had greater gaze bias towards the amount 

attribute and employed greater comparative search-pattern strategy compared to those 

who had higher revealed discounting rates. In our qualitative analysis, we focus on the 
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cluster of low revealed discounters (light to dark blue colored scatter points) as 

aforementioned results demonstrated that participants were overall more impatient 

during stated preference conditions compared to revealed preference. Specifically, we 

expected to see this clustered movement in Fig. 15C-15E (acceleration stated-time, delay 

stated-amount, and delay stated-time conditions) due to prior work showing that 

manipulating online selective attention towards time attribute and search-pattern 

strategies towards integrative strategies promoted steeper revealed discounting (Reeck 

et al., 2017). We did not expect to see any clustered movement for acceleration stated-

amount trials (Fig. 15B) because we did not observe any shifts in discounting behavior 

between revealed and stated preference methods during the acceleration stated-amount 

condition (see Fig. 12 and 13, top left panels). 

In fact, we did not observe any clustered shifts of search-pattern strategies (Fig. 

15B, top) or attribute bias (Fig. 15B, bottom) during the acceleration stated-amount 

condition. We did observe the hypothesized clustered shifts for the other stated 

preference conditions where individuals who are low revealed discounters shifted their 

search-pattern strategy towards more integrative search and attribute-specific gaze bias 

towards the time attribute (clusters are identified by arrow). This shift, qualitatively, was 

more pronounced for individuals who are lower revealed discounters (light and dark 

blue scatter points) as compared to individuals who are greater revealed discounters 

(light and dark red scatter points). 
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Figure 15: Gaze transition and bias shifts across samples 

Lastly, to ensure that shifts in gaze biases and search-pattern strategies were not 

due to inherent difficulty of each stated preference condition, we compared response 

times between revealed and stated preference conditions (Fig. 16). There were 

consistencies in how participants behaved across conditions (collapsed between primary 

and replication samples): individuals who spent less time making a choice during 

intertemporal choice also spent less time considering and providing a response during 

stated preference conditions (all p<.001). In other word, participants were consistent in 

how they cognitively operated between revealed and stated preference methods, 

especially in terms of time-towards-decision, even though their information sampling 

strategies and selective attention towards the individual attributes were altered during 

stated preference conditions as compared to intertemporal choice. In other words, the 

difficulty going from revealed to stated preference method was consistent across the two 

stated preference frames for both stated-amount and stated-time trials.  
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Figure 16: Response time consistency 

3.4 Discussion 

 In this study, we systematically compared between revealed preference and 

stated preference methods for measuring delay discounting behavior (i.e., procedural 

invariance). Our results show that for 3 of 4 stated preference conditions, procedural 

invariance was violated where discounting rates, for the same individual, were steeper 

when measured with a stated preference task compared to discounting rates measured 

using a revealed preference task (i.e., intertemporal choice). 

3.4.1 Understanding discounting shifts through selective attention 

Although qualitative, our results demonstrated that online measures of selective 

attention such as the attribute index and the Payne index can provide insights into the 

behavioral shifts observed between revealed and stated preference tasks. 

Mechanistically, greater selective attention towards the time attribute relative to the 

amount attribute are gaze biases inherent in individuals with steeper discounting 

preferences. These individuals also employ greater integrative search-pattern strategies 

where they shift their gazes between an amount and a time attribute within an option. In 
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other words, although the amount of time spent processing time attribute was greater 

compared to amount attribute in individuals with steeper revealed discounting, 

engagement towards amount and time attributes were comparable as both must be 

sampled enough in order for integration to occur mentally. As our results show, by 

promoting greater engagement with the time attribute and greater integrative strategy, 

individuals will shift towards steeper discounting behavior, replicating prior work 

showing similar implications (Reeck et al., 2017). 

3.4.2 Delay discounting: revealed preference or stated preference?  

One of the difficulties in this study was the cognitive effort required for 

participants to complete the stated preference trials – the stated preference task itself 

was difficult. In fact, many researchers who have compared between these two 

methodologies have also agreed that revealed preference is the simpler method to utilize 

in order to have an estimate of individual discounting rates. In this study, we ended up 

excluding a sizeable number of participants when comparing between revealed 

preference and stated preference due to having responses that did not yield meaningful 

model estimates of individual discounting rates. Simply put, some conditions were 

easier for participants to think about and provide their responses (such as stated-amount 

trials) while other conditions were too difficult (acceleration stated-time trials) because 

of the ecological validity of this task: temporal delays are more abstract (and less 

accessible cognitively) than rewards received. Although delay discounting rates were 
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different (and greater) for 3 of the 4 conditions, participants’ overall tradeoff preferences 

between reward and time was consistent across the revealed and stated preference tasks 

(i.e., participants with low revealed discounting were willing to accept less and wait 

longer), which suggested that the observed shifts in discounting could be inherent to the 

task design itself: the design of the options for stated preference contexts are nontrivial. 

Future systematic evaluations of these methods should consider sampling a wider range 

of delay discounting distributions and increasing the number of trials per participant, as 

15 trials were not enough in our design after accounting for losing trials with 

nonsensible responses. 

However, it should be noted that the stated preference method as presented 

could be a more valid approach at measuring state-based discounting preferences, 

provided that participants fully understood the instructions and a large enough sample 

size (i.e., participants) was collected. If the goal is to have an accessible and easily 

attainable single measure of discounting (that have also been demonstrated to be stable 

over time), then use of a revealed preference method would be superior to the stated 

preference method. Most importantly, regardless of the methodology, online measures 

of selective attention should be collected and utilized to better understand the decision-

making process prior to choice or response. Based on this study and prior studies, 

stereotypical gaze patterns exist during delay discounting decisions and this knowledge 

should be leveraged to better understand individual differences in discounting behavior. 
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Chapter 4: Role of attention in effort discounting 

4.1 Introduction 

Effort-based decision making is an emerging field of research. Understanding the 

tradeoffs between reward and effort has important applied implications, especially 

when dysregulation of motivation to exert effort is a prevalent behavioral marker in 

psychiatric disorders such as depression and disorders of diminished motivation (Cléry-

Melin et al., 2011; Hartmann et al., 2015; Le Heron et al., 2018; Treadway et al., 2012). 

Effort-based decision making has also been an topic for research in the sleep deprivation 

literature, especially with how sleep deprivation can impact behavior (for reviews, see 

Massar et al., 2018, 2019). Unlike delay discounting (how reward is devalued by time) or 

risky choice (how reward is devalued by uncertainty), how reward is devalued by effort 

under effort discounting is still largely understudied. Research on this matter has also 

been complicated by differences with research approaches: whether effort should be 

operationalized as physical or mental/cognitive effort, as well as whether the effort 

should be real or hypothetical (Studer & Knecht, 2016).  

Currently, there is no singularly accepted quantitative approach to measuring 

effort discounting due to the different operationalization of “effort” across studies on 

motivation and effort discounting. Many studies have operationalized effort as 

“physical effort” by asking participants to physically squeeze a hand grip and sustain 

such action for a short duration, which is meant to imitate physical fatigue (Hartmann et 
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al., 2015; Klein-Flügge et al., 2015, 2016; Le Heron et al., 2018); while others have 

operationalized effort as “mental effort” where participants are asked to perform a task 

that is meant to tax cognitive capacity to generate mental fatigue (Botvinick et al., 2001; 

Botvinick et al., 2004; Libedinsky et al., 2013; Massar et al., 2018; Massar, Lim, & Huettel, 

2019). Due to the differences in physical versus mental fatigue (Studer & Knecht, 2016), 

especially in terms of subjective tolerance, it has been challenging for one quantitative 

approach to adequately provide a robust calculation of latent subjective values being 

considered during choice.  

For this study, in order to understand which quantitative model(s) best describe 

effort discounting, we systematically compared among four different static models of 

effort discounting – hyperbolic (Mazur, 1988), exponential (Samuelson, 1937), quadratic 

(Białaszek et al., 2017; Hartmann et al., 2013), and sigmoidal (Klein-Flügge et al., 2015; 

Massar et al., 2018; Massar, Lim, Sasmita, et al., 2019) – in addition to a dynamic multi-

attribute drift diffusion model (ma-DDM) to quantify effort discounting (Amasino et al., 

2019; Dai & Busemeyer, 2014). Early work on effort-based decision making have utilized 

hyperbolic discounting to quantify effort discounting (Mitchell, 2004; Mitchell, 1999) 

while more recent work have proposed alternative models like the quadratic and 

sigmoidal models as more ecologically valid models of effort discounting (Białaszek et 

al., 2017; Klein-Flügge et al., 2015, 2016; Massar, Lim, Sasmita, et al., 2019) due to their 

functional forms (i.e., convex versus concave preference curves). Here, we wanted to 
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understand whether the ma-DDM could be a potentially better approach of quantifying 

effort discounting without having to rely on static choice models, such as hyperbolic 

discounting or quadratic discounting, in order to avoid assumptions about how reward 

and effort information are integrated (i.e., subjective values calculation) during such 

compensatory decision-making. Such assumptions about integration (of reward and 

effort information) are non-trivial when there is a lack of consensus as to whether effort 

should be operationalized as physical effort or as cognitive effort. Under the ma-DDM, 

effort discounting could be quantified by measuring the independent effects of selective 

attention towards reward and effort information during information acquisition and its 

subsequent impact on choice and response time. Using these quantitative approaches, as 

well as eye tracking methodology to measure online information sampling, we sought to 

provide greater insights as to how reward is devalued by effort and the process in which 

such comparative tradeoffs are happening. Critically, effort was operationalized in this 

study as mental/cognitive effort where participants were asked to complete a cognitively 

demanding speeded response where constant attention was required throughout the 

duration of the task. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants  

Fifty (50) participants were recruited from the National University of Singapore 

(NUS) and Duke-NUS communities for this study. Four (4) participants were excluded 
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from further analyses due to bad eye tracking data quality. The final sample size was 46 

(16 males; mean age ± SD: 23 ± 3 years). Each participant was compensated $10 SGD for 

their participation plus an additional compensation based on their response for one 

randomly selected choice trial for each task (up to $15 SGD per task). In this study, 

participants completed two choice tasks – one intertemporal choice task and one effort 

discounting choice task. The chosen trials were resolved at the end of the study after all 

tasks have been completed and all compensations were provided in cash. All 

participants provided written informed consent to participate in our study in accordance 

with a protocol approved by the Duke-NUS Institutional Review Board. 

4.2.2 Tasks 

Participants completed two compensatory decision-making tasks: tradeoffs 

between reward and time and between reward and effort. Here, we will focus on 

tradeoffs between reward and effort, where participants were asked to consider how 

much remuneration they were willing to receive (a smaller amount versus a larger 

amount) in exchange for their effort in completing additional minutes (short versus long 

duration Fig. 17A) of a psychomotor vigilance task (PVT, Fig. 17B). For participants to 

understand the amount of cognitive effort required during a PVT task in order for them 

to make informed decisions during the choice task, participants completed an initial 

PVT task for 10 minutes prior to completing the two compensatory decision-making 

tasks (order randomized).  
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Participants were informed that the study was incentive compatible as one trial 

from each choice task would be randomly selected at the end of the study and 

participants would be compensated with additional bonuses based on their choices. In 

this study, participants completed an initial PVT, followed by the two choice tasks 

(delay discounting and effort discounting, counterbalanced), and finally a payout PVT 

task. The delay discounting task was the same as that of Study 2 but will not be further 

discussed in this chapter. The PVT and effort choice task are described in more details 

below. Stimulus presentation was done on an iMac (OS X 10.8.5), using PsychToolbox 

version 3.0.10 and MATLAB R2012a. 

 

Figure 17: Study 3 experimental paradigm 

Psychomotor Vigilance Task (PVT). The PVT task is a speeded-response task in 

which participants were asked to fixate on a central white dot and make a response 

(right CTRL key) as fast as they can only when the central dot goes away and a number 
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counter appears on screen. On each PVT trial, the central dot stayed on screen between 

2-10 seconds before the number counter appeared. If participants made a response 

before the number counter appeared, they received a message reminding them to wait 

for the target (e.g., counter) to appear before making a response. For this task, the 

number counter was simply a counter that increased synchronously with the time (in 

milliseconds). Participants completed two PVT tasks in this study: one at the start of the 

study for 10 minutes – before any choice tasks – in order for participants to experience 

the amount of effort required to complete the task; and one at the end of the study – 

after all choice tasks – as part of the incentivization procedure. The duration of the 

second PVT was dependent on the choice that participants had made in the randomly 

chosen payout trial. 

Several measures were taken to ensure that participants were actively engaged 

during the PVT and that it was effortful to complete it. First, in order to ensure that 

participants were actively fixating on the central dot prior to making a response, the 

white dot would flash red to alert participants to re-fixate on it. Second. if the 

participants responded too quickly before the central dot goes away, they were given an 

error message letting them know to not response until they see the counter on screen. 

Lastly, if the participants responded too slow when the counter appeared on screen, 

then a high pitch beep was played through a pair of headphones participants were 

wearing until a response has been registered.  
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In the initial PVT task, the response time (RT) threshold was initially set at 2 

seconds and dynamically adjusted based on the participant’s mean RT from the past 7 

trials plus an additional 200 ms buffer. In the payout PVT, the response time threshold 

was initially set to the participant’s mean RT (plus 200 ms buffer) calculated from the 

initial PVT before being dynamically adjusted based on a running average from the last 

seven trial of performance. Data recorded for the PVT task was only used to assess 

whether participants were actively engaged when completing the task in order to ensure 

cognitive effort was expended. To this end, gaze data shows that participants deviated 

very little away from the central fixation dot during task (<1% of trial time) and average 

response times (± SD) were 364ms (±48ms) during the initial PVT, and 361ms (±50ms) 

during the payout PVT.  

Effort Discounting Task. In this choice task, participants were asked to consider 

tradeoffs between reward and effort, where effort was additional minutes of 

performance on the PVT task, which would be completed at the end of the study based 

on one randomly selected choice trial. In each trial, participants could choose between a 

smaller effort (SE) option or a greater effort (GE). Amount attribute varied between $5 – 

$8 for the SE option and $6 – $15 for the GE option. Effort attribute varied between 0 – 7 

minutes of additional PVT task for the SE option and 8 – 30 minutes for the GE option. 

This task also had the same visual manipulation to control for reading biases – namely, 

left/right option randomization and top/down attribute randomization. Participants had 
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up to 10 seconds to register a choice using the keyboard by pressing F for the left option 

and J for the right option. After each choice, a feedback of 1 second occurred to confirm 

which option was chosen. Participants completed 5 practice choices before completing 

the study for 90 trials.  

To ensure that participants were not incentivized to always choose the smaller 

effort option, such as participants wanting to complete the study early, participants were 

told that the study had a fixed duration of 1.5 hours. In other words, even if participants 

had completed the study earlier (e.g., by always choosing the lower effort option), they 

were still required to stay until the full duration has been met. Before the study began, 

participants were briefed about the total study duration requirement and all participants 

had to verbally confirm that they understood this requirement before they could begin 

the study. At the end of the study, participants also provided feedback on their choice 

strategies and effort tolerance in the demographics/de-briefing questionnaire.  

4.2.3 Static models of effort discounting  

In order to recover individual effort discounting parameters, choice data were 

fitted with a hyperbolic model (Eq. 6), an exponential model (Eq. 7), a quadratic model 

(Eq. 8), and a (inverse) sigmoidal model (Eq. 9) of discounting. All four models are 

visualized in Fig. 18. The first three models are 2-parameter models while the sigmoidal 

model is a 3-parameter model. These models could be classified into two broad 

categories: convex (hyperbolic and exponential) and concave (quadratic) functions of 
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effort discounting. The (inverse) sigmoidal model is a hybrid of the two with an initial 

concavity then followed by a convex tail. Here, we explored how reward is devalued by 

effort using these static choice models, where the two convex models were influences 

from the delay discounting literature while the other two concave and concave-hybrid 

models were proposed to be better alternatives for describing effort discounting in 

dissociation to delay discounting.  

 

Figure 18: Effort discounting choice models 

In these choice models (Eqs. 6-9), A represents the reward and E is the required 

effort tradeoff (i.e., additional minutes of PVT). The effort discounting rate is l (0<l<1) – 

similar to k in delay discounting – that represents, in this scenario, a “laziness” index 

rather than an index of impulsivity or impatience. In the sigmoidal model, there is an 
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additional parameter, ρ (0<ρ<30), which is the inflection point of the inverse sigmoid and 

represents the effort level (in minutes) where the subjective value of an associated 

reward is decreased to half its objective value. Additionally, this is the point in which 

tolerance for additional requirement of effort is greatly decreased, which translates to a 

greater devaluation of the perceived value of the offered reward that eventually 

asymptotes to 0. In the quadratic function, where this additional convexity did not exist 

compared to the sigmoidal function, participants would theoretically pay to not expend 

any additional unit of effort beyond what is tolerated. In other words, there was no 

asymptote for the quadratic function as compared to the sigmoidal, hyperbolic, and 

exponential functions. 

In considering the better alternative for modeling choice behavior during effort 

discounting, the model should reflect how effort is psychologically considered, whether 

it’s physical or cognitive effort. Unlike temporal discounting where the subjective value 

of a reward isn’t completely 0 given a long delay – $10 should still retain some value 

even if it takes a year to receive – the subjective value of reward given an effort tradeoff 

could potentially be 0 or even negative. Putting it differently, given a sufficiently 

strenuous requirement of constant effort (mentally or physically), the subjective value of 

an associated reward would not asymptote at 0, but will go to zero at the point where 

participants have decided that they are at their desired tolerance for physical or mental 

exertion. The sigmoidal function provides a good middle-ground for researchers who 
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believe that the level of required effort being tested in their studies does not push 

participants to such a drop off in their subjective value function.    

In the convex hyperbolic model of effort discounting (Mazur, 1988), any effort 

added onto a small amount of initial required effort would yield greater discounting of 

perceived value from the remuneration. In a similar vein, for this model, any effort 

added to a large amount of initial effort would not lead to as much depreciation of 

perceived reward tradeoff. For the convex exponential model of effort discounting 

(Samuelson, 1937), the perceived value of a reward changes consistently across different 

effort values, which meant that the impact of additional effort is comparative whether it 

was added to a small or a large existing level of effort. However, for both types of 

convex models, smaller amounts of effort are more heavily discounted than larger 

amounts of effort. 

Equation 6: Hyperbolic discounting (effort discounting) 
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Equation 7: Exponential discounting 
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However, for the concave quadratic model (Białaszek et al., 2017; Hartmann et 

al., 2013) and the hybrid-concave sigmoidal model (Klein-Flügge et al., 2015), the 

devaluation of reward is only greater if existing effort is high rather than low. In other 

words, for these concave models, individuals are willing to tolerate a certain amount of 
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effort without much devaluation of perceived reward up until a critical point. In the 

sigmoidal model, this critical point was explicitly modeled (ρ). Although the quadratic 

and sigmoidal functions have similar forms, the sigmoidal function allows for a gradual 

decline of the subjective value of remuneration given its convex tail while subjective 

values in the quadratic function can go negative (e.g., participants would pay the 

experimenter to not undergo such effort requirement). 

Equation 8: Quadratic (power) discounting 
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Equation 9: Sigmoidal discounting 
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A softmax choice rule was used to predict the probability of choosing the greater 

effort option during choice. Best-fitting set of parameter estimates were obtained via 

maximum likelihood estimation with MATLAB’s fmincon optimization function (lower 

bound: l=0, β=0, ρ=0; upper bound: l=1, β=120, ρ=30) and, in order to avoid local minima 

during the optimization process, initial parameters were optimized for each participant 

using MATLAB’s GlobalSearch optimization function. Parameters were robustly 

estimated using a bootstrapped resampling approach with 10,000 iterations and 80% of 

available choice samples per iteration. For each free parameter, we reported the 

pseudomedian of each bootstrapped distribution and associated 95% confidence interval 
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for each of these point estimates which were calculated using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank 

Test function in R (using Hodges-Lehmann estimator (Hodges & Lehmann, 1963)). 

To compare across the four models, we computed a Bayesian information 

criterion (BIC) and an Akaike information criterion (AIC) using the loglikelihood 

recovered from the softmax function (Eq. 10). We also computed a pseudo-R2 metric 

using the same loglikelihood (Eq. 10). Although BIC and AIC are very similar metrics of 

model performance that penalize for model complexity, AIC punishes complexity (i.e., 

number of parameters) less harshly than BIC. We had included to AIC because the 

sigmoidal model is a 3-parameter model while the other choice models are two-

parameter models. However, we expect that BIC and AIC to agree in terms of which 

model was better at predicting effort discounting behavior during model selection. For 

the BIC and AIC metrics, lower value is better. 

Equation 10: Model selection metrics 
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Where: 

AIC: m = 2; BIC: m = log(n); dof = number of model parameters 
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4.2.4 Multi-attribute drift diffusion model 

In addition to the static models of choice, we also employed a multi-attribute 

drift diffusion model (ma-DDM) to examine individual differences in processing of 
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amount and effort information during the choice task (Amasino et al., 2019; Dai & 

Busemeyer, 2014). Drift-diffusion models (DDM) are common quantitative approaches 

to understanding optimal choice strategies in binary choice tasks that utilizes both 

choice and response time data during the fitting process. During binary choice, the DDM 

assumes that an individual accumulates evidence – operationalized here as the relative 

value signal (RVS; Eq. 11) – for one of the two alternatives in a stochastic manner at each 

time point (and integrated) until the RVS reaches a decision boundary. The decision 

boundaries represent the available options, such as decision for the left option 

(operationalized here as the top boundary) or decision for the right option (bottom 

boundary). These decision bounds also represent response caution: smaller decision 

bounds lead to faster response times, but also greater proneness to errors (or choice 

inconsistencies) due to the amount of evidence that was able to accumulate prior to 

choice.  

Unlike traditional quantitative approaches to understanding effort discounting, 

such as hyperbolic discounting or quadratic discounting, the DDM is a dynamic 

approach to understanding discounting preferences by providing experimenters a way 

to quantify the latent information-sampling stage prior to choice. Drift diffusion models 

provide a way to look at the decision process based on the fundamental components of 

evidence accumulation that shape both choice and response times: drift slope and 

latency. In a multi-attribute DDM, drift slopes and latencies are attribute-specific rather 
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than option-specific, which means that individual differences in effort discounting 

preferences can be examined based on the independent information of amount and 

effort that were presented to participants.  

In our ma-DDM, drift slope reflects the weight placed on an attribute during the 

evidence accumulation process: the attribute that is psychologically more important 

(e.g., more attentionally salient) would contribute a greater amount of influence to push 

the RVS towards a decision boundary. Specifically, the RVS (Eq. 11) on a given trial 

(RVSt) depended on prior accumulated evidence (RVSt-1) as well as the trial-specific 

value differences between two amount attributes (Aleft – Aright) and two effort attributes 

(Eleft – Eright), both of which are weighted by amount-specific drift slope (δA) and effort-

specific drift slope (δE). Influenced by prior work that have utilized the ma-DDM to 

model delay discounting behavior (Amasino et al., 2019; Dai & Busemeyer, 2014), we 

expect steeper drift slope for amount compared to effort would promote more choices 

for the greater effort option, and vice versa, steeper drift slope for effort compared to 

amount would promote choices for the option with less effort requirement. In other 

words, the difference between δA and δE (e.g., δA – δE) should negatively correlate with 

level of laziness, such that a positive drift slope difference would correspond to more 

willingness to expend effort as a tradeoff for greater reward remuneration (lower effort 

discounting).   
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 The other contributing factor that shape both choice and response time is latency, 

which was also modeled here separately for amount (tA) and effort (tE). In terms of 

latency, this fundamental component of the ma-DDM represents the temporal 

advantage that comes about when one attribute is processed earlier than the other. This 

would influence the way RVS is calculated such that faster latency for one attribute 

would initially bias evidence accumulation towards the better value on that attribute 

before the other attribute can start influencing evidence accumulation (Eq. 11). For 

example, assume tA < tE. In this scenario, evidence accumulation for each time point up 

until tA is 0 (no information has been processed) and thus cannot influence the RVS (e.g., 

RVSt = 0). For time between tA to tE, the RVS is solely influenced by the weighted amount 

difference (RVSt = RVSt-1 + δA(Aleft – Aright)) which means that the better value between 

amounts left and right will drive evidence accumulation towards the positive or 

negative boundary. From time tE until decision, RVS is implemented to include both 

weighted amount and effort differences (RVSt = RVSt-1 + δA(Aleft – Aright) + δE(Eleft – Eright)). If 

tA and tE are equal in value, then both amount and effort information enter 

(psychological) consideration at the same time during evidence accumulation.   

A critical computational assumption made in our implementation of latency was 

that it accounted only for perceptual processing latencies. In prior theoretical work with 

drift diffusion model, latency was assumed to only account for motor processing latency 

(i.e., non-decision time) after all evidence accumulation has occurred. Due to our 
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understanding of biases in selective attention during binary choice tasks, backed by eye 

tracking metrics, we decided to primarily consider perceptual processing in our 

implementation of latency. Individuals who are willing to expend effort will have an 

earlier latency for amount versus effort (i.e., they don’t mind the effort and, hence, effort 

has a lower impact on choice), whereas individuals who are less willing to expend effort 

will have an earlier latency for effort versus amount (i.e., they do mind the effort and 

will only consider doing more PVT for the right amount of reward). As such, we expect 

the difference between tA and tE (e.g., tA – tE) to positively correlate with effort 

discounting (i.e., lower effort discounters have shorter latency for amount relative to 

effort, hence a more negative difference between tA and tE.) 

Equation 11: Multi-attribute drift diffusion model relative value signal 
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Choice and RT data during the choice task were fitted with a ma-DDM in the 

following manner. For each trial, we modeled the decision as choice between left and 

right option – that differed in amount and effort attributes – with the left choice 

operationalized as having a positive choice boundary and the right choice was 

operationalized as having a negative choice boundary. We assumed that choice 

boundaries were symmetrical, and participants started their evidence accumulation at 0, 
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equidistant from the choice boundaries. In other words, we did not model any bias in 

the RVS calculations, an assumption based on our task design where left/right options 

were always visually randomized to be either a SE or GE option. In total, we estimated 5 

parameters while holding noise (εt=0.1) and bias (bias=0) constant: drift rate amount (δA), 

drift rate effort (δE), latency amount (tA), latency effort (tE), and decision boundary. With 

the estimated ma-DDM parameters, we predict that individuals who are steep effort 

discounter (i.e., greater laziness index) will place greater weight and attention on the 

effort attribute, while those who discount effort less will place greater weight and 

attention on the amount attribute. 

 Best-fitting set of parameter estimates were obtained via maximum likelihood 

estimation with MATLAB’s genetic algorithm optimization function (generations=1000; 

population size=100; constraint tolerance=0.001; function tolerance=0.000001) with both 

latencies constrained to being integers (lower bounds: δA=δE= 0, tA=tE=10, bound=0.5; 

upper bounds: δA=δE=0.3, tA=tE= ceil(mean RT), bound=3). For each parameter set tested, 

2,500 simulations were conducted, and maximum likelihood was summed across these 

simulations. The fitting procedures were repeated 3 times per participant.  

4.2.5 Eye tracking procedures  

Eye gazes were recorded using Talk2Tobii toolbox (SDK interface for Mac OS X) 

with a Tobii X60 detachable screen-based eye tracker. This eye tracker system is similar 

to the T60 used for the studies in Chapter 3, but the eye tracker in the T60 monitor was 
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not detachable and was fixed onto the base of the monitor. The native resolution of the 

testing screen was 1920 by 1080 pixels. Similar to the Tobii T60 system used in Chapter 3, 

free head motion was possible with this eye tracker, as well, as long as participants 

remained within the recording zone in front of the infrared cameras. In order to ensure 

that participants remained within this recording zone, participants were often asked 

throughout the study to fixate for half a second on a crosshair within a box, which was 

randomly placed on screen (9 possible locations). Once the required gaze data has been 

recorded, the study continued. Specifically, during the choice tasks, participants could 

not continue onto the next trial unless the required duration of precise eye gazes were 

recorded during the intertrial period. 

Prior to conducting the study, calibration was done using a 5-point calibration. 

Collected gaze data was preprocessed using a customized filter algorithm. This filtering 

process identified whether a recorded sample was part of a fixation or a saccade and 

grouped fixation samples together by identifying the fixation index associated with each 

recorded sample (60Hz recording). Filtered gaze data was analyzed using MATLAB 

R2017b. Analyses were focused on four areas of interest (AOIs; 350 by 250 pixels) that 

were centered around the reward and effort attributes. Recorded gaze data (dwell time) 

were also used to calculate three gaze metrics: Payne index, attribute index, and option 

index. These indices have been described in detail in section 3.2.4, but are summarized 

in Fig.19 below.  
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Figure 19: Derived measures of selective attention from gaze data (Study 3) 

 

4.2.6 Summary of derived metrics and model parameters 

Table 2: Summary of derived metrics (Study 3) 

Measure Source Implication Equation of interest 

l 
Choice 
model 

Effort discounting rate 
(laziness) 

Utility function 

β 
Choice 
model 

Choice stochasticity  Softmax function 

ρ 
Choice 
model 

Inflection point of sigmoid Sigmoidal utility function 

δA and δE ma-DDM 
Drift rates for amount and 
effort 

Relative value signal (RVS) 
function  

tA and tE ma-DDM 
Latencies for amount and 
effort 

Not explicitly modeled in an 

equation 

bound ma-DDM Choice boundary 
Not explicitly modeled in an 

equation 

Payne Index Gaze data 
Processing strategy 
     PI > 0: integrative 
     PI < 0: comparative 

Refer to Fig. 19 

Attribute 
Index 

Gaze data 

Engagement index of 
attribute 
     AI > 0: favor amount 
     AI < 0: favor time 

Refer to Fig. 19 

Option Index Gaze data 
Engagement index of option 
     OI > 0: favor SS option 
     OI < 0: favor LL option 

Refer to Fig. 19 
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4.3 Results 

Prior to conducting any model fitting exercises, choice data were screened to 

remove participants who had a singular preference for one option over the other, 

leading to homogenous choices (<5% choosing less preferred option). Model fitting 

results for these choice data are not informative because there was little to no variance to 

predict. Based on the 5% cut-off mark for choice homogeneity, 5 of 46 participants were 

excluded from the choice model fitting exercise (2 who predominantly preferred SE 

option: P(chose GE)=.006; and 3 who predominantly preferred the GE option: P(chose 

GE)=. 979). The final sample size for all subsequent analyses, including ma-DDM 

analyses, was N=41. 

4.3.1 Choice model comparisons  

 Preferences for the greater effort option were wide ranging (min: 0.1, max: 0.93) 

in this sample. On average, participants only slightly preferred the greater effort option, 

but this was not significant (mean±sd: .551±.240; t(40)=1.355, p=.183). Based on self-

reported experience data during debriefing, most participants were willing to endure 

only 10 extra minutes of PVT, which was, unbeknownst to the participants, the duration 

of the initial PVT prior to choice task.  

Choice data were fitted with each choice model separately at the individual level. 

Group level fitting was also done in order to perform systematic model comparisons 

(N=41). Model selection was done at the group level using AIC, BIC, and pseudo-R2 
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metrics. Model performance was then verified at the individual level by computing the 

percentage of choices correctly predicted by each model (Appendix A), which was then 

averaged across individuals. The worst performing model was the hyperbolic 

discounting model with the highest BIC (4284.09) and AIC (4271.68) penalties, as well as 

the lowest pseudo-R2 (.1584). This model, on average, correctly predicted 82.30% of the 

observed choices. The best performing model was the quadratic model, which had the 

lowest BIC (4209.45) and AIC (4197.04) penalties, the highest pseudo-R2 (.1731), and 

correctly predicted 85.41% of the observed choices. Even with extra penalties on the 

sigmoidal function for having 3 parameters compared to the other models’ 2 parameters, 

it still performed well and was the second-best model to explain effort discounting 

behavior in this study based on the penalty scores and pseudo-R2. Model performance 

metrics are summarized in Table 3. Individual performance metrics are listed in 

Appendix A. 

Table 3: Model performance (Study 3) 

Fit Metrics Hyperbolic Exponential Quadratic Sigmoidal 

AIC 4271.68 4226.36 4197.04 4208.03 
BIC 4284.09 4238.77 4209.45 4226.64 

Pseudo-R2 .1584 .1674 .1731 .1714 
Average Correct 
Choice Prediction 

82.30% 83.23% 85.41% 85.17% 

 

Canonical choice and response time (RT) psychometric curves were observed 

using subjective values recovered from each of the choice model. These individual 
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psychometric curves for choices (Fig. 20, middle panel) and RTs (Fig. 20, bottom panel) 

were plotted (lighter lines) with the group averages (darker, bolded lines). Individual 

discount functions based on the fitted parameters for each choice model (Fig. 20, top 

panel, lighter lines) were also plotted in order to qualitatively assess the overall nature 

of these fits. Notable assessments of these model fits include: 1) the quadratic function is 

a better fitting model of observed choice psychometrics; and 2) based on these plots, the 

sigmoidal model takes on a very similar form as the exponential model for a number of 

participants where the dual concave-convex nature was not present. In fact, 14 of 41 

participants had a ρ parameter of 0 for the sigmoidal function solution. 

 

Figure 20: Discount functions and psychometric curves (Study 3) 
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Based on the individual psychometric curves for each choice model, some 

participants’ data were not well fitted by any of the proposed choice models. Looking at 

individual model fit results (Appendix B), four participants were not correctly 

accounted for by any of the four choice models due to their results converging only at 

the boundary conditions. These individuals chose the alternative option less than 10% of 

the time and this was perhaps the reason for the model fitting exercises failing for these 

choice models. In addition, although the sigmoidal model was the second-best 

performing choice model, many participants (18 of 41) had fit results that only 

converged at corner solutions instead of converging at an interior global minimum, 

which is indicative that the model could not accurately account for the tradeoffs 

participants were making based on the choices and stimuli characteristics provided to 

the model. In fact, 10-40% of participants in this study had corner solutions for the 

choice models used, which is not ideal for any studies, especially for clinical and sleep 

deprivation studies that often utilize effort discounting rates as behavioral markers of 

psychopathology. 

In summary, concave discounting functions better explained effort discounting 

behavior than convex discounting functions, which are often preferred for delay 

discounting. Specifically, the quadratic discounting function best explained effort 

discounting preferences in this context where participants are considering tradeoffs 

between (mental/cognitive) effort and reward. The sigmoidal function also performed 
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well as the second-best model. However, these choice models, such as the sigmoidal 

model that has become a favored model of effort discounting in recent literature, were 

not as optimal under our testing conditions and model constraints. In the next section, 

we explored how a ma-DDM could provide a better approach at modeling effort 

discounting behavior by considering the individual attributes of amount and effort and 

how selective attention towards one or both of these attributes during information 

sampling influences choice. Because the quadratic model was the best performing 

model, we will utilize it as the primary model to recover effort discounting rates. 

4.3.2 Gaze patterns and discounting 

 Based on raw gaze data (Fig. 21, last panel), participants were more engaged 

with amount information than with effort information (F(1,40)=91.443, p<.001) during 

information sampling, and spent more time processing the greater effort option over the 

smaller effort option (F(1,40)=51.484, p<.001). Effort discounting parameters (i.e., l, the 

laziness parameter) recovered from the quadratic model were correlated with two gaze 

metrics, the attribute index and the option index, but not with the Payne index.  

There was a positive correlation between effort discounting and option index (Fig. 21, 

first panel), where individuals who discounted effort less spent more time looking at the 

greater effort option while those who were steeper effort discounters paid more 

attention towards the smaller effort option (r=.497, p=.002). In addition, the same 

participants who discounted effort less also spent more time processing amount 
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information over effort information, and vice versa for those who discounted effort 

greater (Fig. 21, third panel; r=-.337, p=.041).  

However, although effort discounting correlated with gaze biases for amount 

information and for the greater effort option, in general, we found no relationship 

between effort discounting and information sampling strategy (i.e., comparative versus 

integrative information search) as evidenced by the lack of relationship between 

quadratic discounting and Payne index (Fig. 21, second panel; r=.256, p=.126). In fact, 

participants did not favor one information sampling strategy over the other, but were 

comparing between attributes of the same type between options as much as integrating 

information between two different attributes within an option (t(40)=1.258, p=.256). This 

is indicative that participants were not solely relying on a single strategy or relying on 

choice heuristics (e.g., choose the option with the highest reward or the option with the 

lowest reward) during information sampling when considering tradeoffs between 

reward and effort, but rather employed more varied strategies from trial to trial. 

 

Figure 21: Gaze patterns during effort discounting 
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4.3.3 Gaze patterns, discounting, and ma-DDM 

 Choice and response time data were modeled with a multi-attribute drift 

diffusion model (ma-DDM). Predicted choices and response times for each individual 

model fit were combined into a grand average and plotted against SV’s recovered from 

the quadratic model. These grand averages were plotted in red over the observed 

choices and RT data that were also plotted against SV’s recovered from the quadratic 

model (Fig. 22). The ma-DDM correctly predicted, on average, 82.71% of choices across 

individuals. Although model performance in terms of “percent of choice predicted” was 

less than those from the choice models (except the hyperbolic model), all 41 participants’ 

choice and RT data were adequately modeled by the ma-DDM without running into 

model fitting issues faced by the other choice models due to problems like choice 

homogeneity or choice inconsistencies (i.e., not having corner solutions during model 

fitting procedure). 

 

Figure 22: Psychometric curves with ma-DDM predictions 
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Individual ma-DDM fits for each participant are listed in Appendix B. Across all 

participants, drift rate for amount was significantly greater than drift rate for effort 

(amount mean±sd: .033±.015; effort: .027±.015; t(40)=2.433, p=.02), but latencies between 

the two attributes did not significantly differ (amount: 136.024±56.636; effort: 

139.451±38.214; t(40)=-.377,p=.708). In other words, across participants, there was no 

temporal advantage for either amount or effort information during information 

sampling meaning both attributes influenced evidence accumulation at a similar time. 

However, amount information did play a more dominant role relative to effort 

information in driving evidence accumulation towards a decision boundary (derived 

decision boundary parameter mean±sd: 2.008±.384).  

 In examining the relationship between effort discounting – as measured using 

the quadratic model – and differences in drift slopes and differences in latencies 

(amount minus effort), we further confirmed our predictions of how selective attention 

towards either the amount attribute or the effort attribute can influence choice: 

individuals who discounted effort less placed more weight on the differences between 

amount attributes (δA) compared to differences between effort attributes (δE), while 

participants who had greater effort discounting placed greater weight on the differences 

between effort attributes over amount (r=-.841, p<.001). This meant that evidence 

accumulation for individuals with low effort discounting was more driven towards the 

decision boundary by the better amount attribute (i.e., greater amount option), while 
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evidence accumulation for individuals with higher effort discounting was more driven 

by the better effort attribute (i.e., less effort option). Additionally, participants with low 

effort discounting had lower latency for amount information then effort information 

compared to participants with high effort discounting (r=.533, p=.001). In other words, 

low effort discounters begin accumulating amount information more quickly and earlier 

than effort information, while those who are high effort discounters begin accumulating 

effort information more quickly. These relationships between quadratic discounting and 

ma-DDM drift slopes and latencies are plotted in Fig. 23, first column. Next, we explored 

how selective attention and information sampling strategies, as quantified by our 

derived gaze metrics, relate to ma-DDM parameters and how these relationships 

generalize for participants who are low effort discounters relative to participants who 

are high effort discounters. 

 

Figure 23: Characterizing effort discounting with ma-DDM 
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As a manipulation check of drift slope, we examined the relationship between 

drift slope difference and attribute index (Fig. 23, third column) in which we found a 

positive correlation (r=.472, p=.003): greater dwell time on amount attribute relative to 

effort attribute corresponded with greater weight placed on amount attribute over effort 

attribute (i.e., drift slope for amount is greater than effort). However, there was no 

relationship between latency difference and attribute index (r=-.159, p=.347), which 

meant gaze biases towards one attribute over the other did not impact the speed in 

which this information entered into the evidence accumulation process.  

 Besides the relationship with individual attribute bias, there was also a 

significantly negative relationship between option index (i.e., option bias) and drift slope 

difference (Fig. 23, fourth column), where participants with greater drift slope for 

amount relative to effort were more engaged with the greater effort option, while 

individuals with greater drift slope for effort relative to amount were more engaged 

with the smaller effort option (r=-.380, p=.02). There was a significantly positive 

relationship between option index and latency difference, where the same individuals 

with faster latency for amount information relative to effort were also more engaged 

with the greater effort option, and vice versa for those with faster latency for effort 

information relative to amount (r=.479, p=.003). 

 Lastly, we examined the relationship between ma-DDM parameter differences 

and Payne index (Fig. 23, second column), which was measure of information sampling 
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strategy during evidence accumulation. Importantly, there was a negative correlation 

between drift slope difference and Payne index (r=-.345, p=.037), but no significant 

correlation between latency difference and the Payne index. In other words, participants 

who placed greater weight on amount differences rather than effort differences during 

evidence accumulation were also more comparative in their information sampling 

strategies (i.e., comparing between options within the same attribute), while those who 

placed greater weight on the effort differences were more integrative in their 

information sampling strategies (i.e., integrating between amount and effort information 

within an option). 

 Taken together, based on all the aforementioned relationships, participants who 

were low effort discounters (i.e., more motivated participants), as quantified by the 

quadratic model, had greater selective attention towards amount attribute relative to 

effort attribute and greater selective attention towards the greater effort option overall. 

By having greater selective attention towards amount attribute, evidence accumulation 

was driven more by the option with the better amount (i.e., higher reward option) and 

less so by the effort required within that option. These individuals also employed 

comparative information search strategies that meant they often only compared between 

two amount attributes prior to making a choice. In other words, these individuals were 

more driven to maximize reward regardless of the effort tradeoff. On the other hand, 

individuals who were high effort discounters paid greater attention to effort attribute 
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and the smaller effort option overall. They also employed greater integrative 

information sampling strategies: although high effort discounters were more biased to 

look at the effort attribute, they also considered the reward in order to integrate both set 

of information prior to making a reward. In other word, these individuals valued their 

effort and will only put out effort if they were sufficiently rewarded. A summary table of 

these relationships are provided in Table 4. 

Table 4: Pearson correlations of key metrics (Study 3) 

Pearson Correlations  

      log(l) ∆∆∆∆ drift ∆∆∆∆ latency PI AI OI 

log(lquadratic)   

Pearson's r   —           

p-value   —           

Upper 95% CI  —           

Lower 95% CI  —           

∆∆∆∆ drift   

Pearson's r   -.841*** —         

p-value   < .001 —         

Upper 95% CI  -.711 —         

Lower 95% CI  -.916 —         

∆∆∆∆ latency   

Pearson's r   .533*** -.288 —       

p-value   < .001 .084 —       

Upper 95% CI  .731 .040 —       

Lower 95% CI  .252 -.560 —       

Payne Index (PI)   

Pearson's r   .256 -.345* .097 —     

p-value   .126 .037 .568 —     

Upper 95% CI  .536 -.023 .408 —     

Lower 95% CI  -.074 -.602 -.234 —     

Attribute Index (AI)  

Pearson's r   -.337* .472** -.159 -.415* —    

p-value   .041 .003 .347 .011 —    

Upper 95% CI  -.015 .691 .174 -.106 —    

Lower 95% CI  -.596 .175 -.459 -.652 —    

Option Index (OI)  

Pearson's r   .497** -.380* .478** .097 -.100  —  

p-value   .002 .020 .003 .567 .555  —  

Upper 95% CI  .707 -.064 .695 .408 .231  —  

Lower 95% CI  .206 -.627 .183 -.234 -.411  —  

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001  
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Quadratic model best described effort discounting 

 One of the two main goals of this study was to identify a static choice model that 

best described effort-based decisions when such decisions involved comparative 

tradeoffs between mental/cognitive effort and reward remuneration. Specifically, we 

tested two broad classes of functions: convex discounting functions (hyperbolic and 

exponential models) and concave discounting functions (quadratic and sigmoidal 

models). Unlike delay discounting, hyperbolic and exponential functions were not the 

best models to predict effort discounting preferences. The best performing model was 

the quadratic model and the second-best was the sigmoidal model.  

 These results are in line with prior effort-based decision-making research 

(Białaszek et al., 2017; Klein-Flügge et al., 2015), even though most of these studies 

involved hypothetical effort and/or physical effort (e.g., force grip). Regardless of the 

character of effort (i.e., real or hypothetical, mental/cognitive or physical), these results 

provided additional evidence that concave discounting functions are better quantitative 

models of effort discounting. As such, for effort-based decision making, the key 

takeaways based on this model fitting exercise are: 1) reward is devalued less at smaller 

amount of effort and devalued more at greater amount of effort when such effort is 

perceived as taxing; and 2) negative SVs are possible at really high effort values, which 

is unlike delay discounting where the SV of a monetary reward is devalued by temporal 
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delay asymptotically towards 0. In other words, participants are willing to tolerate small 

amounts of efforts in which renumerations are not highly devalued but are so unwilling 

to tolerate greater demands of effort (beyond a critical point) that they would be willing 

to pay to not have to expend such effort. From a behavioral economic standpoint, this 

also meant that the principle of rational choice is weakened for effort-based decision 

tasks that do not utilize a wide enough range of effort and reward to capture all possible 

discounting preferences. For tasks that utilize options with high effort cost with low 

reward renumeration, choice models will only have corner solutions as tradeoffs 

between effort and reward cannot be adequately calculated (as demonstrated for some 

of our participants, see Appendix B). For these specific study scenarios, no matter how 

great a reward is, a high enough effort cost would make such reward unattainable.  

4.4.2 Influence of amount and effort information on effort discounting 

 The second goal for this study was to provide an alternative approach – the 

multi-attribute drift diffusion model (ma-DDM) – to explain and model effort 

discounting behavior. This quantitative approach, when paired with eye tracking 

methodology, would provide greater insights into the mechanisms of effort discounting, 

especially the online attentional processes underlying tradeoffs between amount and 

effort during information sampling. It is important to note that this alternative approach 

does not detract from implications and takeaways that simpler models, such as the 

quadratic model, could provide during effort-based decision making. In fact, we have 
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discussed the results from this alternative modeling approach in light of results from 

quadratic discounting. Compared to the quadratic model, the ma-DDM is a much more 

complex model that is also more computationally intensive to resolve; but, this 

alternative approach is necessary if and when classic static choice models fall short, such 

as when the principles of rational choice are weakened due to the structure of the stimuli 

being used during the study (i.e., reward incentives in exchange for required effort 

exchange were too low). 

The results from this alternative modeling approach using ma-DDM and from 

the derived gaze metrics revealed that information sampling patterns during evidence 

accumulation are stereotypical among participants with similar effort discounting 

preferences as visually demonstrated by the clustering of scatter points by discounting 

rates by color in Fig. 22. Specifically, our results demonstrated that attribute-specific 

biases exist during effort-based decision making. These biases were quantified by using 

an online metric of selective attention during information sampling, the attribute index, 

which was also highly correlated with model-predicted attribute-specific bias, the drift 

rate from ma-DDM: participants with greater gaze bias towards amount (AI > 0) also 

had greater drift slope difference (δA > δE) favoring amount information over effort 

information during evidence accumulation, while participants with greater gaze bias 

towards effort had drift slope difference favoring effort information over amount 

information (δA < δE). Importantly, such attribute-specific biases were stereotypical for 
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participants with similar discounting preferences: low effort discounters were more 

engaged with amount information while high effort discounters were more engaged 

with effort information. However, for high effort discounters, amount information was 

still salient and relevant (more so than effort information to low discounters) because 

these participants were more integrative in their information-search strategy.  

4.4.3 Conclusion 

 Taken together, the results from this study suggest that it is important to 

consider both the appropriate quantitative model to explain effort discounting behavior, 

as well as the stimuli that are used during effort-based decision tasks. It is also equally 

important is to also consider measuring and understanding the attentional processes 

underlying the mechanisms of effort discounting to better estimate effort discounting 

preferences when choice models fail to adequately describe individual tradeoffs for 

effort and reward. In other words, static choice models do not always fully specify 

critical mechanisms underlying behavior and can fail when foundational assumptions 

are not met due to the nature of the effort-reward tradeoffs being considered. As such, 

we hope that the novel approaches presented here will be considered by future research 

on effort-based decision making, especially for research that seek to quantify and 

influence individual motivational levels to exert effort. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 Attention is an integral part of decision making that is often understudied in 

decision-making research or often only considered as a byproduct of the decision-

making process. In this dissertation, I have presented three studies that were conducted 

during my tenure at Duke University that highlighted the critical role of attention in 

decision making. 

5.1 Facilitating conflict between competing attentional demands 

 In the first study, I explored how attentional control processes in the brain 

mediate conflicting demands on a central attentional control network from internal and 

external sources of information and distraction during a perceptual decision-making 

task. Specifically, our results provided critical insights into the mechanisms of how such 

conflicts are being detected and resolved in the brain as measured by temporally 

sensitive EEG. Combining such insights with observed behavioral outcomes, we 

demonstrated that although similar behavioral outcomes could be measured (i.e., classic 

Stroop and working memory Stroop effects on response time slowing), the underlying 

neural mechanisms that facilitated these behavioral performances – the attentional 

control processes themselves – could be significantly different. Most importantly, these 

underlying neural mechanisms all utilize a robust and flexible attentional control 

network to subconsciously to facilitate optimal behavioral performance under any task 
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conditions, sometimes in a compensatory manner to promote optimal performance 

during periods of greater cognitive demands. 

5.2 Attentional processes underlying mechanisms of 
discounting 

 In the second and third studies, I have demonstrated that selective attention 

towards specific attributes/features within a complex stimuli (i.e., amount vs. delay; 

amount vs. effort) plays an important role during the information acquisition stages of 

decision making, prior to making a choice or a response for two different comparative 

decision-making tasks: delay discounting and effort discounting. Critically, based on the 

results of these studies, having a better understanding of the attentional processes 

underlying mechanisms of discounting behavior (i.e., delay discounting and effort 

discounting) yielded some key implications for future research on these topics to 

consider.  

First, a primary assumption of comparative choice tasks (often utilizing binary 

choice) like the ones we’ve explored in Study 2 (intertemporal choice) and Study 3 

(effort-based decision making) is that individuals first calculate the subjective value (e.g., 

hyperbolic discounting; quadratic discounting) of each option before choosing the 

option with the higher subjective value. However, such assumption is not always 

upheld, as demonstrated in Study 3 for effort-based decision making: when the level of 

required effort is too high, rational choice theory cannot adequately be used to explain 

effort discounting behavior due to how reward is devalued by effort. As such, when 
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scenarios like this occur, one can utilize an alternative approach to approximate 

discounting behavior by considering dynamic models like the ma-DDM. 

Second, understanding attentional processes underlying behavior like delay 

discounting can help resolve differences observed across variances of delay discounting 

tasks, such as revealed versus stated preference tasks utilized in Study 2. Here, we show 

that online information sampling strategy corresponded with the degree of delay 

discounting and observed shifts in discounting also corresponded to a shift in such 

sampling strategy. Along this line, knowing how online attentional processes can 

specifically impact discounting behavior will allow researchers who study these topics 

in an applied manner, such as clinical researcher or sleep researchers, to create better 

tasks that target and manipulate maladaptive behavior for therapeutic or assistive 

purposes. Importantly, for these researchers, when trial counts are low due to behavioral 

performance issues (i.e., sleep deprivation can cause many missed trials due to slower 

responses; or due to behavioral inconsistencies because of irrational behavior), the 

alternative approaches here could provide a way to at least estimate delay and effort 

discounting preferences. 

5.3 Final words 

Attention is a critical cognitive process that empowers the decision-making 

process. As much as our experiences influence our subsequent attention, without 

attention, we simply cease to make informed decisions because of information overload. 
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Appendix A: Model performance 

The table below contains all participants in Study 3 with the proportion of time they 

chose the greater effort option (pGE) and the proportion of choices that were correctly 

predicted by each of the quantitative model of effort discounting. Based on these results, 

hyperbolic discounting performed the worst and the best performing model was the 

power discounting function. 

SubID pGE ma-DDM Hyperbolic Exponential Quadratic Sigmoidal 

S014 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

S010 0.011 0.988 0.989 0.989 0.989 0.989 

S015 0.100 0.872 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.900 

S001 0.122 0.872 0.878 0.878 0.878 0.867 

S013 0.144 0.837 0.789 0.822 0.889 0.900 

S016 0.167 0.884 0.856 0.878 0.900 0.889 

S047 0.167 0.895 0.856 0.867 0.922 0.944 

S006 0.189 0.884 0.844 0.856 0.811 0.867 

S050 0.303 0.800 0.764 0.832 0.966 0.989 

S042 0.311 0.802 0.756 0.767 0.811 0.778 

S025 0.330 0.714 0.739 0.750 0.739 0.773 

S021 0.356 0.802 0.778 0.822 0.844 0.811 

S040 0.356 0.849 0.856 0.878 0.911 0.922 

S031 0.377 0.852 0.812 0.835 0.847 0.859 

S043 0.378 0.826 0.822 0.844 0.878 0.844 

S027 0.422 0.640 0.689 0.578 0.689 0.578 

S032 0.478 0.837 0.800 0.833 0.900 0.900 

S002 0.511 0.861 0.800 0.822 0.822 0.833 

S041 0.522 0.709 0.700 0.678 0.689 0.656 

S044 0.533 0.884 0.833 0.856 0.878 0.833 

S039 0.551 0.847 0.809 0.832 0.865 0.832 

S038 0.578 0.709 0.700 0.689 0.800 0.778 

S007 0.600 0.721 0.733 0.733 0.778 0.756 

S003 0.633 0.802 0.767 0.800 0.800 0.856 
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S012 0.633 0.663 0.733 0.744 0.711 0.733 

S049 0.633 0.698 0.744 0.767 0.844 0.878 

S011 0.644 0.872 0.844 0.822 0.833 0.822 

S037 0.656 0.849 0.833 0.867 0.867 0.844 

S033 0.667 0.791 0.811 0.811 0.833 0.800 

S005 0.700 0.674 0.678 0.689 0.744 0.756 

S030 0.700 0.895 0.878 0.889 0.878 0.900 

S035 0.742 0.906 0.899 0.921 0.854 0.910 

S019 0.744 0.849 0.889 0.878 0.867 0.878 

S009 0.756 0.558 0.756 0.756 0.756 0.756 

S046 0.784 0.833 0.818 0.818 0.830 0.818 

S028 0.789 0.814 0.811 0.822 0.822 0.822 

S022 0.811 0.930 0.944 0.944 0.956 0.956 

S023 0.811 0.965 0.967 0.967 0.933 0.967 

S008 0.833 0.884 0.878 0.889 0.944 0.911 

S048 0.843 0.929 0.921 0.933 0.944 0.944 

S017 0.876 0.965 0.955 0.955 0.966 0.955 

S045 0.903 0.985 0.972 0.972 0.986 0.972 

S024 0.933 0.954 0.933 0.933 0.933 0.933 

S036 0.978 1.000 0.978 0.978 0.978 0.978 

S034 0.979 0.978 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

S029 0.982 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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Appendix B: Fitted model parameters 

The table below contains fitted parameters for the ma-DDM model (driftA, driftE, 

latencyA, latencyE, bound) as well as fitted parameters from the four choice models: 

hyperbolic (l_hyp), exponential (l_exp), quadratic (l_quad), and sigmoidal (l_sig, 

rho_sig). For the choice models, the parameter of interest is l, which is the effort 

discounting rate (i.e., the laziness index) where greater l means greater effort 

discounting (i.e., greater discounting of reward by effort). The ρ (rho_sig) parameter in 

the sigmoidal function is the inflection point of the reverse sigmoid. 

SubID driftA driftE latencyA latencyE bound l_hyp l_exp l_quad l_sig rho_sig 

S014 0.000 0.040 76 42 1.630 0.670 0.194 1 1 7.052 

S010 0.008 0.034 265 147 2.753 1 0.834 1 1 1.012 

S015 0.015 0.031 183 112 1.859 0.234 0.125 1 0.188 0 

S001 0.011 0.041 136 93 1.638 0.207 0.084 0.548 0.274 12.862 

S013 0.034 0.042 148 111 1.884 0.113 0.061 0.032 1 13.195 

S016 0.016 0.028 219 160 2.427 0.128 0.063 0.029 0.100 4.207 

S047 0.030 0.052 156 115 2.094 0.126 0.063 0.033 0.390 13.843 

S006 0.025 0.047 153 141 2.085 0.121 0.065 0.038 0.096 0 

S050 0.031 0.042 106 96 1.691 0.073 0.045 0.020 0.272 18.089 

S042 0.034 0.038 144 129 2.062 0.076 0.044 0.015 0.095 13.069 

S025 0.017 0.014 414 168 2.461 0.083 0.046 0.018 0.092 11.328 

S021 0.018 0.029 108 131 2.083 0.080 0.048 0.020 0.540 16.882 

S040 0.032 0.039 107 110 2.017 0.063 0.039 0.015 0.087 13.878 

S031 0.024 0.026 213 187 2.900 0.061 0.038 0.014 0.065 5.953 

S043 0.045 0.053 120 121 1.800 0.061 0.037 0.013 0.098 17.464 

S027 0.040 0.043 156 166 1.493 0.073 1 0.014 1 0 

S032 0.062 0.055 153 155 2.030 0.048 0.033 0.011 0.112 21.372 

S002 0.029 0.023 127 126 2.412 0.046 0.030 0.009 0.047 0 

S041 0.033 0.021 169 151 1.784 0.038 0.027 0.008 0.046 5.311 

S044 0.031 0.027 115 127 2.062 0.042 0.029 0.009 0.046 0 
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S039 0.018 0.014 178 150 2.560 0.045 0.030 0.010 0.051 6.066 

S038 0.029 0.018 93 89 1.588 0.031 0.024 0.008 0.146 26.409 

S007 0.023 0.016 91 104 1.479 0.029 0.022 0.007 0.076 26.512 

S003 0.041 0.026 125 121 1.649 0.031 0.024 0.008 0.385 26.625 

S012 0.049 0.046 104 129 1.279 0.025 0.018 0.004 0.029 0 

S049 0.026 0.027 133 195 1.850 0.031 0.024 0.008 0.198 26.465 

S011 0.054 0.032 109 111 1.937 0.028 0.021 0.006 0.034 0 

S037 0.058 0.045 118 151 1.855 0.025 0.019 0.006 0.047 20.913 

S033 0.034 0.028 139 173 2.042 0.027 0.020 0.007 0.033 0 

S005 0.013 0.004 112 69 1.840 0.023 0.019 0.005 0.154 28.625 

S030 0.037 0.021 146 171 2.156 0.027 0.020 0.006 0.032 0 

S035 0.046 0.024 110 104 2.149 0.026 0.019 0.005 0.032 0 

S019 0.057 0.016 129 120 2.074 0.014 0.012 0.003 0.021 0 

S009 0.020 0.022 52 110 1.154 0 0 0 0 0.005 

S046 0.016 0.005 99 225 2.253 0.012 0.010 0.003 0.028 30 

S028 0.028 0.009 137 222 1.933 0.012 0.010 0.002 0.016 0 

S022 0.086 0.037 93 114 1.960 0.016 0.014 0.004 0.038 30 

S023 0.028 0.011 103 222 2.631 0.017 0.014 0.004 0.024 0 

S008 0.027 0.009 163 186 2.432 0.016 0.014 0.004 0.044 30 

S048 0.043 0.016 109 139 2.230 0.012 0.011 0.003 0.030 30 

S017 0.024 0.004 152 152 2.608 0.009 0.008 0.002 0.014 0 

S045 0.042 0.012 98 175 2.476 0.013 0.011 0.003 0.021 10.764 

S024 0.030 0.001 57 87 1.413 0 0 0 0 0.005 

S036 0.054 0.001 67 116 1.744 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.094 

S034 0.057 0.016 89 159 2.621 0.004 0.004 0.001 0.006 0.165 

S029 0.067 0.022 62 108 2.283 0.016 0.015 0.005 0.027 0.148 
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